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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

 

LIBERTARIAN PARTY OF ILLINOIS, ) 

ILLINOIS GREEN PARTY, DAVID F.  )  

BLACK, SHELDON SCHAFER,   )  

RICHARD J. WHITNEY, WILLIAM  )  

REDPATH, BENNETT W. MORRIS,  )  

MARCUS THRONEBURG,    )   

Plaintiff,     ) 

      ) 

v.      ) Case No.: 20 CV 2112 

      ) 

J.B. PRITZKER, in his official capacity  )  

as Governor of Illinois,   ) 

WILLIAM J. CADIGAN, KATHERINE ) 

 S. O'BRIEN, LAURA K. DONAHUE,  ) 

 CASSANDRA B. WATSON, WILLIAM  )  

R. HAINE, IAN K. LINNABARY,   )  

CHARLES W. SCHOLZ, WILLIAM M.  )  

MCGUFFAGE, in their official capacities  )  

as Board Members for the Illinois State  )  

Board of Elections,     )  

      ) 

  Defendants.   ) 

 

 

OBJECTOR LIGHT’S OBJECTION IN OPPOSITION TO INTERVENOR RUGGIERI’S 

MOTION TO INTERVENE 

Now comes objector, GERMAINE LIGHT, by her attorneys, Andreou & Casson, ltd., and 

for her Response In Opposition To Intervenor Ruggieri’s Motion To Intervene states as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

The Objector, Germaine Light, brings her this action as an Objector to Candidate 

Ruggieri’s Motion to Intervene. Candidate Ruggieri brings his motion to intervene in order to 

evade the consequences of his failure to comply with the Illinois Election Code, not because he 

had been prejudiced or denied a constitutional right because of it. As a major party candidate, 

Candidate Ruggieri had no trouble obtaining and submitting to the Illinois State Board of Elections 
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a total of 1152 signatures on his nominating petitions. Although clearly having knowledge of the 

requirements of the Election Code, his rights under the U.S. Constitution, and the existence of this 

litigation, Candidate Ruggieri sat on his rights and did nothing until it became clear to him that he 

had submitted defective petition signatures. Now, facing the prospect of an as-yet to be determined 

outcome before the Election Board, Candidate Ruggieri attempts an end-run around the Illinois 

Election Code and the State Board of Elections, by his entreaty to this Court to treat the Republican 

Party as a minor party candidate and seeks dispensation for his failure to comply with the Election 

Code, and not the deprivation of any rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution or federal law.1 

 FACTS AND PROCEDURAL POSTURE OF THE RUGGIERI’S REQUEST TO 

INTERVENE 

Plaintiffs filed the above-styled action on April 2, 2020, just days after Illinois’s 90-day 

window for candidates’ signature collection had opened on March 24, 2020. Verified Complaint, 

[Dkt 1]. The following day, on April 3, 2020, Plaintiffs filed their Motion for Emergency Relief 

seeking to enjoin in Illinois’s signature collection requirement. Motion for Temporary Restraining 

Order and Preliminary Injunction [Dkt 2]. 

 On April 10, 2020, the Court directed the parties to “promptly to confer regarding a 

proposed resolution of their dispute.” Notification of Minute Entry [Dkt 5]. On April 14, 2020, the 

parties conducted a telephonic conference pursuant to the Court’s Order to discuss possible 

resolution of the case. The District Court expedited the matter and immediately scheduled a round 

of telephonic conferences. See Minute Entry, with all the parties in an effort to resolve the dispute 

[Dkt 11]. 

 
1 As pointed out infra, it is not entirely clear what constitutional basis Candidate Ruggieri’s claims 

here, as he has failed to substantively comply with FRCP 24 by omitting a complaint. However, the 

bare-bones articulation of a 1st and 14th Amendment claim being what it is, it is presumed that it is 

the only constitutional hook being alleged here.    
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Kyle Kenley Kopitke, a potential independent presidential candidate, moved to intervene 

on April 13, 2020 and the motion was granted by the Court. [Dkt 7]. The parties each submitted a 

proposed resolution to the Court which the Court then adopted on April 23, 2020. [Dkt 27]. The 

Court described its reasoning and this agreed-to resolution in its Opinion and Order released that 

same day, April 23, 2020. 

The Court’s order enjoined Illinois’ required numbers of signatures for independent and minor-

party candidates to gain access to the November 2020 general election ballot, enjoined Illinois’s 

requirement that original, “wet,” in-person collected signatures be submitted, and enjoined 

Illinois’s deadline for the submission of these signatures. [Dkt 27]. It also extended the deadline 

to August 7, 2020. [Dkt 27]. Further, as agreed by the parties, it reduced the number of signatures 

required to 10% of the numbers previously required. Id. at 401. On May 8, 2020, Defendants 

moved the District Court for reconsideration. See Motion for Reconsideration [Dkt 31]. 

Defendants sought to increase the number of signatures and to return to the original deadline. The 

Court on May 15, 2020 exercised its discretion and trimmed the deadline back from August 7, 

2020 to July 20, 2020. See Notification of Docket Entry, [Dkt 36]. On June 6, 2020, Defendants 

noticed an appeal in this case. See Notice of Appeal [Dkt 38]. Defendants on June 9, 2020 moved 

to expedite the appeal and moved this Court to stay the preliminary injunction. See Motion to Stay, 

7th Cir. Doc. No. 7-1. The Seventh Circuit on June 21, 2020, denied the Illinois State Board of 

Elections Request. See Libertarian Party of Illinois v. Pritzker, slip op., No. 20-1961, Order, Doc. 

No. 23 (7th Cir., June 21, 2020). Ruggieri is a member of the Republican Party. The Republican 

Party is an established political party as determined pursuant to 10 ILCS 5/7-2. For nominations 

for State Senate in the General Election, candidates of established parties must file with the Board 

a minimum of 1000 valid signatures. On June 19, 2020, the Board conducted a records 
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examination. The Board reviewed 1,152 signatures filed by the Candidate with the Board. Ex. A. 

Of those nominating signatures filed with the Board, the Board found that 203 of them were 

invalid. Ruggieri filed 949 valid signatures, which is less than the statutorily mandated minimum 

valid signatures for the 2020 General Election, 52nd Senate District. Ex. B.  

On June 22, 2020, Light filed her Motion for Summary Judgment with the Board alleging that 

the Candidate failed to challenge the objection or rehabilitate the signatures. Exhibit A. On June 

23, 2020, instead of challenging the signature filed with the State Board and after determining that 

he submitted invalid signatures, Intervenor-Ruggieri moved to intervene in this action. See Motion 

to Intervene, [Dkt 44]. On June 26, 2020, without any response from Candidate Ruggieri, the 

Hearing Officer issued his recommendation that the Objector’s motion for summary judgment be 

granted. Exhibit B. Within hours of receiving the recommendation of the Hearing Officer, 

Candidate Ruggieri requested and was granted an opportunity to respond to the Motion for 

Summary Judgment. On June 28, 2020, Candidate Ruggieri filed his response to summary 

judgment, asserting, in summary, that summary judgment should not be granted, admitting that 

the number of valid signatures is deficient, but asserting that the State Board must defer to this 

Court upon his request to intervene in this action. Exhibit C.  

Further, Candidate Ruggieri is not the only major party candidate who sought nomination 

under the Election Code. 2Kathleen (Kathie) Jo Hansen, sought placement on the November 3, 

2020, General Election ballot from the 67th Representative District. Exhibit E. The Hearing 

Officer in the Hansen matter, unlike with Candidate Ruggieri, found that Candidate Hansen 

complied with the signature requirement prescribed in the Election Code. There is no record of 

either Candidate Ruggieri, Candidate Hansen or the Republican Party of Illinois advocating, 

 
2 It is noteworthy that Candidate Ruggieri and Candidate Hansen are both nominees of the 

Republican Party and are represented by the same counsel.  
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advancing or communicating a violation of a constitutional right imposed based on compliance 

with the Election Code. In fact, Candidates from major parties, either Republican or Democratic, 

filed nominating petitions in the 52nd Senate (Ruggieri), 67th Representative (Hansen), 112th 

Representative (Ciampoli), 96th Representative (McGorray), 52nd Representative (Suelzer), 102nd 

Representative (Esslinger), 100th Representative (Adams), 56th Representative (Kegarise), 55th 

Senate (Given), 18th Congressional (Petrilli), 50th Representative (Monteleone), 34th Senate 

(Hofmann), and 4th Congressional (Solorio). Of these Candidates, Candidate Ruggieri is the lone 

failure under the Election Code and all others have complied with the signature requirements for 

a major party candidate. Exhibit F, also see, 

https://www.elections.il.gov/ElectionOperations/CandidatesFiled.aspx?MID=3f5BmPC%2bbZA%3d&T=6

37292893372729970 

Ruggieri has filed his motion to intervene under Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(a)(2) and 24(b)(1)(B). 

Ruggieri first argues that he is entitled to intervene as of Right under Rule 24(a)(2). Ruggieri 

argues that 1) his Petition is Timely, 2) that he maintains valid interests in this action, 3) his 

interests have been impaired by the order entered in this case, 4) and that the existing parties do 

not adequately represent his interests. In the alternative Ruggieri argues that the Court should use 

its discretion and permit his intervention. For the reasons explained below Ruggieri’s Motion must 

fail. 

STANDARD 

 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24, which governs intervention, states, in relevant part:  

“(a) INTERVENTION OF RIGHT. On timely motion, the court must permit anyone to 

intervene who:  

…  

(2) claims an interest relating to the property or transaction that is the subject of the 

action, and is so situated that disposing of the action may as a practical matter impair or 
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impede the movant's ability to protect its interest, unless existing parties adequately 

represent that interest.  

 

(b) PERMISSIVE INTERVENTION. (1) In General. On timely motion, the court may 

permit anyone to intervene who:  

…  

(B) has a claim or defense that shares with the main action a common question of law or 

fact.  

…  

(3) Delay or Prejudice. In exercising its discretion, the court must consider whether the 

intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of the original parties’ 

rights.” 

 

F. R. Civ. P. 24. 

 

In order to intervene as of right, a nonparty must, in timely fashion, demonstrate to the 

Court’s satisfaction that it possesses a “direct, substantial, and legally protectable” interest in the 

case, United States v. BDO Seidman, 337 F.3d 802, 808 (7th Cir. 2003), and that will be practically 

impaired by the Court's resolution of the case in the proposed intervenor’s absence. See Ligas ex 

rel. Foster v. Maram, 478 F.3d 771, 774 (7th Cir. 2007) (holding that action did not in fact threaten 

the interests raised by the putative intervenors). Further, the intervenor must show that the existing 

parties cannot adequately represent its interests. Trobovich v. United Mine Workers of America, 

404 U.S. 528, 538 n.10 (1972). He must also attach a copy of proposed pleading, presumably a 

Complaint, to his motion to intervene. See Fed.R.Civ. P. 24(c). 

ARGUMENT 

 

I. RUGGIERI HAS NO RIGHT TO INTERVENE UNDER RULE 24(A).  

 

a. Ruggieri’s motion is not timely. 

As previously stated, in order to intervene as of right, a nonparty must, in timely fashion, 

demonstrate to the Court’s satisfaction that it possesses a “direct, substantial, and legally 

protectable” interest in the case, United States v. BDO Seidman, 337 F.3d 802, 808 (7th Cir. 2003). 
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“A prospective intervenor must move promptly to intervene as soon as it knows or has reason to 

know that its interests might be adversely affected by the outcome of the litigation.” Heartwood, 

Inc. v. U.S. Forest Service, Inc., 316 F.3d 694, 701 (7th Cir. 2003). While the Seventh Circuit has 

stated that it does not “want a rule that would require a potential intervenor to intervene at the drop 

of a hat,” Aurora Loan Services, Inc. v. Craddieth, 442 F.3d 1018, 1027 (7th Cir. 2006), it has 

recognized that Rule 24 still requires that intervention not be dilatory. Heartwood, 316 F.3d at 701. 

Here, due to the wide publicity around this case Ruggieri knew, or should have known about 

the present action around its inception in April 2020. Ruggieri waited two months to seek to 

intervene in the present action. Furthermore, as made clear in Plaintiffs’ pleadings, and as 

recognized by this Court’s expedited handling of the matter, time has been of the essence. The 

Court should be even more skeptical of Ruggieri’s motion when he expressed no interest in joining 

the action until after he submitted signatures which were challenged and as a result failed to meet 

the established party June 1, 2020 threshold. Furthermore, Objector Light agrees with Plaintiff’s 

argument that Ruggieri’s motion to intervene at such a late stage of the proceedings would be 

extremely prejudicial. Ruggieri’s Motion, in essence, requests this Court to disregard the history 

of the case, reopen negotiations between the Parties, and modify the injunctive order for the benefit 

of a party who was never prejudiced by the stay at home order, was never contemplated by the 

injunction as an established party representative, and simply failed to meet his requirements. 

b. Ruggieri does not have a Valid Interests in This Action. 

 

Ruggieri’s Motion to Intervene must be denied because Ruggieri does not have a valid interest 

in this action. Ruggieri argues that he “is affected by the Order insofar as it permits independent 

and new party candidates for State Senate (his General Election opponents) to access the ballot in 

a dramatically relaxed fashion as compared to established party candidates like himself.”[Dkt  44 
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p8]. Ruggieri argues that will not have the necessary number of 1000 signatures. Id. Plaintiff’s 

Complaint and relief sought is wholly different from Ruggieri’s proposed action. Accordingly, the 

Court must deny Ruggieri’s Motion. 

 Plaintiffs filed their Motion for Emergency Relief seeking to enjoin Illinois’s signature 

collection requirement. The Complaint specifically distinguished the ballot requirements between 

those affiliated with an ‘established’ political party, those affiliated with a ‘new’ political party, 

and those running as independents. The Complaint explained that the ballot requirements were 

more stringent for those affiliated with a ‘new’ political party and those running as independents. 

For instance, to appear on the ballot for statewide office, new party and independent candidates 

must collect signatures from the lesser of 25,000 voters or 1 percent of the votes cast in the most 

recent statewide election and to appear on the ballot for a political subdivision within the state, 

like a legislative district, the number of signatures required is 5 percent of the voters who voted 

for the last election for that office. In theory, a new party candidate for the U.S. Senate would need 

25,000 signatures, while a Democrat or Republican would need only 5,000 to 10,000. [Dkt  26 

p2]. Plaintiffs filed their Motion for Emergency Relief because the combination of these already 

stringent requirements with the extraordinary circumstances arising from COVID-19 made it 

nearly impossible for Plaintiffs to even gather signatures.  

The Court agreed. When reviewing the motion, the court noted that new party candidates are 

already put at a further disadvantage because of the already stringent, but constitutional, ballot 

requirements. The Court noted that, the current situation forces new party candidates to “choose 

between complying with the governor’s emergency orders intended to prevent the spread of the 

coronavirus or engaging in the outreach needed to receive signatures to appear on the ballot.” [Dkt 

44 p4]. The Court added that “[t]he combined effect of the restrictions on public gatherings 
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imposed by Illinois’ stay-at home order and the usual in-person signature requirements in the 

Illinois Election Code is a nearly insurmountable hurdle for new party and independent candidates 

attempting to have their names placed on the general election ballot [and that the problem] is 

exacerbated by the circumstance by the fact that the “window” for gathering such signatures 

opened at nearly the same time that Governor Pritzker first imposed restrictions.” [Dkt  44 p7-8]. 

Here, Ruggieri’s Motion must fail because his proposed action is wholly distinguishable from 

Plaintiffs’ Complaint or the relief sought. First, Intervenor Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri (“Ruggieri”) 

is a Republican candidate for the Illinois State Senate in the 52nd Legislative District who, as a 

representative of an established party, already benefits from relaxed rules to place his name on the 

ballot. Second, pursuant to Section 7-61 of the Illinois Election Code, once appointed, Ruggieri 

was only required to produce 1000 signatures. Unlike independent candidates, Ruggieri never had 

to face the nearly insurmountable hurdle described in this Court’s Opinion. His signature gathering 

efforts were never impacted by a shortened “window.” In fact, Ruggieri did produce 1,152 

signatures.3 On June 19, 2020, the Board conducted a records examination. The Board reviewed 

1,152 signatures filed by the Candidate with the Board. Of those nominating signatures filed with 

the Board, the Board found that 203 of them were invalid. Ruggieri found himself with 949 valid 

signatures, which is less than the statutorily mandated minimum valid signatures for the 2020 

General Election, 52nd Senate District. This matter is now in front of a Hearing Officer and the 

Electoral Board upon the Objector’s Petition. Third, this Court’s injunctive Order was not designed 

as an omnibus vehicle through which any and all individual cases involving the election board can 

be resolved. Instead, Plaintiffs’ Complaint and the Court’s injunctive order was designed and 

tailored to address a specific situation regarding ballot requirements, for those affiliated with a 

 
3 Ruggieri currently has a pending matter in front of the Electoral Board. A copy of the action and case management 

order is attached as Exh. A and G and initial case management order. 
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‘new’ political party, and those running as independents, compounded and exacerbated by Covid-

19 and the imposition of the Illinois’ stay-at home order. Ruggieri does not have a valid interest in 

this action. This Court must deny Ruggieri’s Motion.  

c. Ruggieri’s Interests Have not Been Impaired By The Order Entered In This Case. 

Ruggieri argues that his interests have been impaired by the order entered in this case. For that 

proposition Ruggieri states that the Order relaxes ballot access requirements for new party and 

independent candidates, but does not do likewise for established Republican Party candidates like 

Ruggieri who had to collect petition signatures under precisely the same difficult circumstances. 

[Dkt 44 p8]. 

Ruggieri’s argument is meritless. This Court’s injunctive order was designed and tailored to 

address a specific situation regarding ballot requirements, for those affiliated with a ‘new’ political 

party, and those running as independents, compounded and exacerbated by Covid-19 and the 

imposition of the Illinois’ stay-at home order. [Dkt 26]. The Court took into account the fact that 

“[t]he combined effect of the restrictions on public gatherings imposed by Illinois’ stay-at home 

order and the usual in-person signature requirements in the Illinois Election Code is a nearly 

insurmountable hurdle for new party and independent candidates attempting to have their names 

placed on the general election ballot [and that the problem] is exacerbated by the circumstance by 

the fact that the “window” for gathering such signatures opened at nearly the same time that 

Governor Pritzker first imposed restrictions.” Id. Ruggieri was never similarly situated. Indeed, as 

a representative of an established party, he already benefits from relaxed rules to place his name 

on the ballot. Ruggieri never had to face the nearly insurmountable hurdle for new party and 

independent candidates attempting to have their names placed on the general election ballot and 

his signature gathering efforts were never impacted by a shortened “window.” In addition, 
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Ruggieri did in fact produce 1,152 signatures. [Dkt 44]. During a records examination, the Board 

reviewed 1,152 signatures filed by the Ruggieri and found that 203 of them were invalid. Ruggieri 

found himself with 949 valid signatures, which is less than the statutorily mandated minimum 

valid signatures for the 2020 General Election, 52nd Senate District. Lastly, the underlying matter 

is currently in front of a Hearing Officer, and the Electoral Board upon the Objector’s Petition, 

where Ruggieri has the opportunity to contest the rejection of the challenged petitions. Quite 

simply, Ruggieri’s Motion is a crude attempt to fiddle this Court into placing him directly on the 

ballot since he already collected 949 valid signatures and wouldn’t need to gather more signature. 

For this reason, Ruggieri’s Motion must be denied. 

Lastly, in order to obtain relief under this Court’s Injunctive Order, Ruggieri is free to file 

nominating petitions as an independent candidate and still remain within the confines of the relief 

ordered. Candidate Ruggieri, however, argues that the Election Code should be upended to 

accommodate for only him, after sitting on his rights for months, and only after the revelation of 

his failure to provide sufficient valid signatures to the Board. It is certainly curious that Candidate 

Ruggieri, and only he, was unable to comply with the mandates of the Election Code among 13 

other candidates. It is clear that the Election Code requirements did not deprive him of any 

cognizable right, that is ability to obtain sufficient signatures was not impaired and that he is 

merely fishing for opportunity with this Court to save him from his failures and not vindicate a 

substantial right under either the 1st or 14th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.  

d. Ruggieri’s Argument That The Existing Parties Do Not Adequately Represent His 

Interests Is Disingenuous. 
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Ruggieri argues that existing parties do not adequately represent his interests is misplaced. 

Ruggieri’s argument is disingenuous. The existing parties do not adequately represent Ruggieri’s 

interests because there is no commonality in the Complaints or Reliefs sought. 

Ruggieri’s situation is dissimilar to that of the existing parties. The Plaintiffs were faced with 

a choice between complying with the governor’s emergency orders intended to prevent the spread 

of the coronavirus and a short window for signature gathering, or engaging in the outreach needed 

to receive signatures to appear on the ballot. Ruggieri is interjecting himself into this litigation, 

cloaking himself with the mantle of a candidate already facing stringent (alike an independent 

candidate), while very much still benefitting from his position as representative of an established 

Party who collected 949 signatures, just short of his already low 1000 threshold. Ruggieri’s Motion 

is nothing but a veiled challenge of his rejected petitions and an attempt to fiddle this Court into 

placing him directly on the ballot. Ruggieri’s Motion must be denied.  

II. RUGGIERI HAS NO RIGHT TO INTERVENE UNDER RULE 24(b)(1)(B).  

Ruggieri claims that “common questions of law and fact” support his intervention which 

is the requirement for permissive intervention under Rule 24(b)(1)(B). Motion to Intervene, [Dkt 

44 p 9]. Ruggieri argues that rather “than presenting new questions of law or fact, Ruggieri merely 

seeks to intervene and advocate for himself.” [Dkt 44 p10] 

The Court must deny Ruggieri’s argument. Ruggieri’s Motion to intervene is not only a 

challenge of his rejected signatures but also an attempt to have court either determine 1) whether 

as a candidate of an established party with a lower threshold he should be granted the benefit of 

an injunction, 2) whether he presented the required amount of signatures, 3) whether this Court 

should enjoin the Electoral Board proceeding addressing the challenge of Ruggieri’s rejected 

petitions 4) and whether the Court could bypass the Electoral Board and possibly make a 
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determination on the challenged petitions. This Court’s injunctive Order was not designed as an 

omnibus vehicle through which any and all individual cases involving the election board can be 

resolved. For this reason alone, Ruggieri’s Motion must be denied.  

If the Court needed further guidance, it should look no further than to its earlier ruling 

granting Plaintiff Kopitke’s motion to intervene. Kopitke’s filed a motion to intervene claiming 

that his claim shared common questions of law and fact with the main action. In granting the 

motion this Court recognized that Kopitke, as an Independent candidate, shared with Plaintiffs the 

same signature gathering statutory restrictions, “nearly unsurmountable” Covid-19 related hurdles, 

and, as a result, sought identical relief. This is not the case here. Ruggieri never faced those hurdles.  

Ruggieri is a candidate from an established party, with relaxed rules, who due to a valid challenge 

finds himself short of the required threshold. Lastly, Ruggieri has another avenue available to him. 

The underlying matter is currently in front of a Hearing Officer, and the Electoral Board upon the 

Objector’s Petition, where Ruggieri has the opportunity to contest the rejection of the challenged 

petitions. For this reason, Ruggieri’s Motion must be denied. 

III. RUGGIERI’S MOTION SHOULD BE STRICKEN FOR FAILURE TO 

COMPLY WITH RULE 24. 

Ruggieri’s Motion should be stricken for failure to comply with Rule 24(c). Federal Rule 

of Civil Procedure 24(c) is unambiguous in defining the procedure for an intervenor and requires 

a pleading to accompany the motion to intervene. See also, e.g., Shevlin v. Schewe, 809 F.2d 447, 

450 (7th Cir.1987); Abramson v. Pennwood Inv. Corp., 392 F.2d 759, 761 (2nd Cir.1968) 

(“appellant’s reference in his motion papers to the allegations of the original complaint was 

insufficient to comply with the requirements of Rule 24(c)”).  

Ruggieri argues that rather “than presenting new questions of law or fact, Ruggieri merely 

seeks to intervene and advocate for himself.” [Dkt 44 p10]. The absence of a Complaint not only 
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violates the rules, affects the Parties ability to respond to Ruggieri’s Motion, and forces the Parties 

to guess the underpinnings of Ruggieri’s claim or the relief sought. For this reason, Ruggieri’s 

Motion must be stricken. 

IV. TO THE EXTENT RUGGIERI’S MOTION IS SEEKING AN INJUNCTION 

IT SHOULD BE DENIED. 

As previously stated, Ruggieri has failed to attach a Complaint to his Motion to intervene and 

the Motion should be stricken for failure to comply with Rule 24(c). Still, Ruggieri states that that 

he seeks to join the action citing common questions of law, fact. Ruggieri’s Motion forces the 

Parties to anticipate that he is requesting a similar relief and making the same claims Plaintiffs 

made in this matter. To the extent Ruggieri requests an injunction that motion must be denied. 

First, such injunction would be premature. The doctrine of ripeness is intended “to prevent the 

courts, through avoidance of premature adjudication, from entangling themselves in abstract 

disagreements ... until [a decision] has been abzed.” Patel v. City of Chicago, 383 F.3d 569, 572 

(7th Cir.2004) (quoting Abbott Labs. v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 148–49). Here, the underlying 

challenge is still pending in front of a Hearing Officer and the Electoral Board upon the Objector’s 

Petition and no ruling has been formalized thus an injunction would be premature. See Ament v. 

Kusper, 370 F. Supp. 65, 68 (N.D. Ill. 1974) (A court order issued by a federal District Court is 

not proper at this time since there presently is pending judicial review in State Court of the instant 

controversy, a temporary restraining.)  

Ruggieri’s Motion would also fail to meet the requirements of an injunction as Ruggieri’s 

situation is distinguishable from that of the Plaintiffs in the current action. To obtain a preliminary 

injunction, Plaintiffs must show that they have “(1) no adequate remedy at law and will suffer 

irreparable harm if a preliminary injunction is denied and (2) some likelihood of success on the 

merits.” Wisconsin Right to Life, Inc. v. Barland, 751 F.3d 804, 830 (7th Cir. 2014) (citing Ezell 
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v. City of Chicago, 651 F.3d 684, 694 (7th Cir. 2011)). Ruggieri will not suffer irreparable harm 

if the court does not grant them injunctive relief. Ruggieri never had to face the nearly 

insurmountable hurdle for new party and independent candidates attempting to have their names 

placed on the general election ballot and his signature gathering efforts were never impacted by a 

shortened “window.” The crux of Ruggieri’s argument is that he did in fact produce 1,152 

signatures, 203 of them were determined invalid, and is now seeking an order either reviewing the 

Electoral Board’s decision or changing the threshold to place him on the ballot. Additionally, the 

matter is in front of a Hearing Officer and the decision of the Electoral Board has not been 

finalized.  

Furthermore, Ruggieri has an adequate remedy at law. Indeed, the matter is in front of a 

Hearing Officer and the Electoral Board and Ruggieri can appeal the decision to the state court. 

See Harman v. Forssenius, 380 U.S. 528 (1965) (where a state statute provides for judicial review 

of administrative practices under a state statute federal courts should allow state courts an 

opportunity to legally and equitably resolve the controversy even though the controversy might 

have putative constitutional dimensions.); See also Ament v. Kusper, 370 F. Supp. 65, 68 (N.D. Ill. 

1974) (“[t]he fatal flaw in the plaintiffs’ motion [for a temporary restraining order against the 

Electoral Board] is not that it was made, but that it was made prematurely and improperly.)  Lastly, 

Ruggieri prove a likelihood of success on the merits when the matter is still pending. For this 

reason Objector requests that Intervenor’s Ruggieri’s Motion be stricken or denied. 

V. RUGGIERI LACKS STANDING TO INTERVENE IN THE PRESENT 

ACTION. 

The constitutional minimum of standing, “an essential and unchanging part of the case-or-

controversy requirement of Article III,” contains three elements: (1) “the plaintiff must have 

suffered an ... invasion of a legally protected interest which is concrete and particularized and 
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actual or imminent ...;” (2) “... a causal connection between the injury and the conduct complained 

of” must exist and be “fairly traceable to the challenged action of the defendant, and not the result 

of the independent action of some third party not before the court;” and (3) “it must be likely, as 

opposed to merely speculative that the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision.” Lujan v. 

Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560, 112 S.Ct. 2130, 119 L.Ed.2d 351 (1992).  

Here, Ruggieri fails to attach a Complaint to his Motion to intervene which would have given 

the Parties a hint as to the constitutional basis for his claim. Instead, Ruggieri argues that rather 

“than presenting new questions of law or fact, Ruggieri merely seeks to intervene and advocate for 

himself.” [Dkt 44 p10]. Ruggieri’s Motion must be denied for lack of standing because Ruggieri 

cannot prove that he suffered “an invasion of a legally protected interest” or an injury for that 

matter. Pursuant to Section 7-61 of the Illinois Election Code, Ruggieri was only required to 

produce 1000 signatures. Unlike independent candidates, Ruggieri never had to face the nearly 

insurmountable hurdle, of a higher petition count threshold combined with the Stay at home order, 

described in this Court’s Opinion. In addition, Ruggieri cannot claim an “actual or imminent” 

injury when he did produce 1,152 signatures. Ruggieri had 152 signatures more than the 1000 

required and expressed no interest in joining the present action until after the signatures were 

challenged and some were invalidated. Lastly, Ruggieri’s Motions could be moot since the 

petitions challenge is still under review and the Electoral Board has not formalized a decision. For 

these reasons Objector requests that Intervenor’s Ruggieri’s Motion be denied for lack of standing.   
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“... a causal connection between the injury and the conduct complained of” must exist and be 

“fairly traceable to the challenged action of the defendant, and not the result of the independent 

action of some third party not before the court; 

“it must be likely, as opposed to merely speculative that the injury will be redressed by a 

favorable decision.” 

VI. THIS COURT SHOULD ABSTAIN TO EXERCISE JURISDICTION. 

Under the Colorado River abstention doctrine, a federal court may abstain from exercising 

jurisdiction if there is a concurrent state court proceeding and abstention would promote “wise 

judicial administration.” Caminiti and Iatarola, Ltd. v. Behnke Warehousing, Inc., 962 F.2d 698, 

700 (7th Cir.1992) (citing Colorado River Water Conservation District v. United States, 424 U.S. 

800, 818, 96 S.Ct. 1236, 1246, 47 L.Ed.2d 483 (1976)). The first step in the analysis is to determine 

whether “parallel” state court proceedings exist. Id. The suits need not be identical, but must 

involve “‘substantially the same parties ... contemporaneously litigating substantially the same 

issues in another forum.’” Id. (citing Interstate Material Corp. v. City of Chicago, 847 F.2d 1285, 

1288 (7th Cir.1988)). If a court determines that the concurrent state and federal proceedings are 

parallel, it must weigh a series of factors to determine if abstention is justified. Caminiti and 

Iatarola, Ltd. v. Behnke Warehousing, Inc., 962 F.2d 698, 701 (7th Cir.1992) These include: 1) 

whether the state has assumed jurisdiction over property at issue; 2) the inconvenience of the 

federal forum; 3) the desirability of avoiding piecemeal litigation; 4) the order in which jurisdiction 

was obtained by the concurrent forums; 5) whether the source of governing law is state or federal; 

6) the adequacy of the state court action to protect federal rights; 7) the relative progress of the 

state and federal proceedings; 8) the presence or absence of concurrent jurisdiction; 9) the 

availability of removal; and 10) the vexatious or contrived nature of the federal claim. Id. No one 

factor is determinative, instead the court must balance the duty to exercise its jurisdiction with the 
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factors that weigh against it. Id. In Ruffino v. Sheahan, the court discussed the application of the 

doctrine in regard to concurrent state agency proceedings. Ruffino v. Sheahan, 976 F. Supp. 748 

(N.D. Ill. 1997). The Plaintiff, a deputy sheriff had brought § 1983 action against the sheriff and 

others for terminating their employment. A similar action was ongoing in a proceeding in front of 

the Cook County Merit Board. The Court held that: (1) parallel state court proceeding existed in 

form of merit board proceedings seeking the deputies’ discharge, and (2) abstention was proper 

under Colorado River doctrine. In reaching this conclusion the court noted that the issues 

presented were substantially similar, removal of the Merit Board proceeding to federal court was 

not available, and the Merit Board finding can be appealed in the Illinois courts, which meant that 

plaintiffs could raise his defenses upon review in the Illinois courts as well.  

 Here, just as in Ruffino, there is a current parallel state court proceeding in front of the 

Electoral Board. The issues presented in that action are similar to the ones Ruggieri would present 

here. Ruggieri argues that, although he has admittedly not complied with the Illinois Election 

Code, has not provided sufficient signatures, and did not challenge the objections to the nominating 

petitions, he is entitled to relief from both the Hearing Officer’s findings and from the Illinois 

Election Code entirely. Ruggieri also argues that summary judgment cannot be entered against 

him based on the failure to secure the statutorily required number of signatures, that the SOEB is 

“estopped from enforcing Section 8-8 of the Election Code”, and that the Candidate’s First and 

Fourteenth Amendment rights have been “abridged” by any such enforcement of the Illinois 

Election Code. See exhibit C. In addition, Ruggieri has an adequate remedy at law. Indeed, the 

matter is in front of a Hearing Officer, and the Electoral Board, and Ruggieri can appeal the 

decision to the state court. See Harman v. Forssenius, 380 U.S. 528 (1965) (where a state statute 

provides for judicial review of administrative practices under a state statute federal courts should 
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allow state courts an opportunity to legally and equitably resolve the controversy even though the 

controversy might have putative constitutional dimensions.) For the above reasons, this Court 

should abstain from exercising jurisdiction over Ruggieri’s matter.  

CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, Objector Light, respectfully requests that this Honorable Court enters an 

order striking or denying Ruggieri’s Motion to Intervene and for all other relief just and proper in 

the premises. 

  

Respectfully Submitted,   

  

      ANDREOU & CASSON, LTD.  

 

 

    By: /s/ Luke Casson   

 Luke Casson   

 

Cook County #39203 

Andreou & Casson, Ltd.    

Attorney for Plaintiff 

661 West Lake Street, Suite 2N 

Chicago, Illinois 60661 

Main: (312) 935-2000  

Facsimile: (312)935-2001 

casson@andreou-casson.com 

okpota@andreou-casson.com 
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• • BEFORE THE ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF ELECTIONS 

THE DULY CONSTITUTED ELECTORAL BOARD FOR THE HEARING AND 
PASSING UPON OF OBJECTIONS TO NOMINATION PAPERS OF 

CANDIDATES FOR ELECTION TO OFFICES IN THE 52ND STATE SEN.ATE 
I 

DISTRICT TO BE VOTED UPON AT THE NOVEMBER 3, 2020 GENERAL 

GERMAINE LIGHT, 

v. 

ALEXANDER(AJ) 
RUGGIERI, 

ELECTION 

Petitioners-Objectors 

Respondent-Candidate 

OBJECTORS' PETITION 

The Objector, Germaine Light, states that she resides at 20206 East 1280 North Rd., in the 
city of Danville, and that she is a duly qualified and registered legal voter of the 52nd State Senate 
District, County of Ve1million, State of Illinois, the District in which the candidate is t9 be voted 
upon. Objector states that her interest in filing the following objections is that of a citizen desirous 
of seeing that the election laws governing the filing of nomination papers for the office of State 
Senator for the 52nd State Senate District, in the General Assembly of the State of Illinois, are 
properly complied with, and that only qualified candidates appear on the ballot for said office as 
candidates for the November 3, 2020 General Election '("Election"). 

Therefore, the Objectors make the following objections to the Nomination Papers of 
Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri as a candidate for State Senator for the 52nd State Senate District to be 
voted upon at the November 3, 2020 General Election . 

1. Pursuant to state law, nomination papers for the election for the office of State Senator for 
the 52nd State Senate District to be voted upon at the November 3, 2020 General Election, 
in the State of Illinois, must contain the signatures of not fewer than 1000 duly qualified, 
registered and legal voters of said District collected in the manner prescribed by law. In 
addition, said Nomination Papers must truthfully allege the qualifications of the candidate, 
be gathered and presented in the manner provided for in the Illinois Election Code, and 
otherwise executed in the form provided by law. The Nomination Papers purport to contain 
signatures in excess of such voters, and further purport to have been gathered, presented 
and executed in the manner provided by the Illinois Election Code. 

2. The Nomination Papers contain the names of persons who were not registered at the 
address shown on the nominating papers, and said signatures are invalid, as is set f011h 
specifically in the Objection and Appendix-Recapitulation Sheet attached hereto and 
incorporated herein, under the heading, Column A, "Signer not registered at address 
shown not", in violation of the Illinois Election Code. 

, s _ • 

•" 

EXHIBIT 
1 

[\ 
l'-. \ 
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• • 
3. The Nomination Papers contain petition sheets with the names of personf whose 

signatures are not genuine as shown in the roll of voters, as is set forth sp~cifically 
in the Objection and Appendix-Recapitulation Sheet attached hereto and inc&porated 
herein, under the heading, Column B, "Signer's signature not genuine", in tiolation 
of the Illinois Election Code, 

4. The Nomination Papers contain petition sheets with the names of persons who reside 
outside the District in which the Candidate seeks nomination, for whom addr4sses are 
stated which are not in the Candidate's District and such signatures are not Valid, as 
is set forth specifically in the Objection and Appendix-Recapitulation Sheetiattached 
hereto and incorporated herein, under the heading Column C, "Signer residei outside 
district", in violation of the Illinois Election Code. 

5. The Nomination Papers contain the names of persons for whom the signer's address 
is missing or incomplete as is set forth specifically in the Objection and Appendix
Recapitulation Sheet attached hereto and incorporated herein, under the heading, 
Column D, "Signer's address missing or incomplete", in violation of th~ Illinois 
Election Code. · 

6. The Nomination Papers contain the names of persons who have signed the 
Nomination Papers more than one time as is set forth specifically in the Obje9tion and 
Appendix- Recapitulation Sheet attached hereto and incorporated herein, under the 
heading, Column E, "Signer signed more than once at sheet/line indicated", in 
violation of the Illinois Election Code. 

7. The Nominating Papers contain the names of persons who have voted in the 2020 
Democratic Primary and are ineligible to sign the Nominating Papers, as is set forth 
specifically in the Objection and Appendix-Recapitulation Sheet attached hereto and 
incorporated herein, under the heading, Column F, "Voted in 2020 Democratic Primary", 
in violation of the Illinois Election Code. 

8. The Nomination Papers contain less than 1000 validly collected signatures of qualified 
and duly registered legal voters of the 5200 State Senate District, State of Illinois, signed by 
such voters in their own proper person with proper addresses, below the number required 
under Illinois law, as is set forth by the objections herein and the Objection and Appendix
Recapitulation Sheets attached hereto and incorporated herein. 

9. The Candidate purports to submit to the Illinois State Board of Elections a total of 
approximately 1,182 signatures of qualified and valid signatures of electors of the 52nd 

State Senate District, when, in fact, the Candidate submits less than the 1000 qualified 
signatures, in violation of the Illinois Election Code. 

2 
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• • 
10. The Objection and the Objection and Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets are inc9rporated 

herein and the objections made therein are a part of this Objectors' Petition. I 
I 

' 
WHEREFORE, Objectors prays that the nomination papers of Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri. 

as a candidate for State Senator, 52nd State Senate District, State of Illinois, to be vote~ upon at 
the November 3, 2020, General Election be declared to be insufficient and not in compliance with 
the laws of the State of Illinois, and that his name be stricken and that this Board enter itJ decision 
declaring that the name of Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri, as a candidate for State Senator frof the 52nd 

State Senate District, State of Illinois, be not printed upon the official ballot for the General 
Election to be conducted November 3, 2020, and that the candidacy of Alexander (AJ)[Ruggieri 
be declared invalid and his candidacy be declared ineligible for violation of the Illinoi~ Election 
Code. ' 

Luke A. Casson 
Andreou & Casson, Ltd. 
Counsel for the Objector 
661 West Lake St., Suite 2N 
Chicago, Illinois 60661 
312.935.2000 
lcasson@andreou-casson.com 
Attorney No. 6257881 

Respectfully submitted, 
Germaine Light, Objector 

3 
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• • YERIFICATION 

Under penalties as provided by Section 1-109 of Illinois Code of Civil Procedure, the un ersigned 
states the information contained in this instrument is true and conect to the best o his/her 
knowledge and belief. 

Signei apq sworn before me this 
_ _.o__.,_,_Y-'-~-day of June, 2020 

~~-
NOTARY PUBLIC 

Objector 

GE 

4 

PHEARNM 
NOTARY PUBLIC. S 
MY COMMISSION E 

~_,,~--i.,,~ 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 1-
An ''x." or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

1 Objection , a Signer not b. Signer's 
i ----------registered at , signature not 
' LINE# address shown · genuine 

i 
! 

i 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

1 d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

,

1 

incomplete 

I e. Signer . f. Voted in 2020 
, signed Petition i Democratic' 
j more than _once : Primary 
, at Sheet/Lme j 
/ indicated · i .--' l----~' ----i-----,--1---+------'----__l 

: 2 I I 

-::---1---F------,.-----r-----t-------i 
-------,------,--- ·-----
: s I I i-6 -r----.t-~,--~-~----r----

---------•i----~---- --;---------,·---- -----i 

7 
l----+--------;.-------------'-----
! g 
I ----+-------···---,---·- .. --•----

,_9 ___ , ___ ,,-;-!------l--------·-------t-------j •"-•---·--·----"--
10 ! 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

·- ·~------·. ·-•-

I Candidate Office 
''-----------~--------------'---

Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for !tbe 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I Objection 
I 

I LINE# 

I 
•2 

a. Signer not 
registered at 
address shown 

I 

b. Signer's 
signature not 
genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 

· outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
I signed Petition I Democratic 
more than once I Primary 
at Sheet!Line • 
indicated 

X 
1-----------i----------'------------------
i 3 

·5 

·6 

i7 
--------------~----------·---·----------
8 
------····-------·· 

I 9 ··--··• ,._. -------------- ··----· ----1 

An ''x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a pati. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

1----·-···-------

i Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 9 
I 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector'J 
Petition, of which thisAppendix.--Recapitulation is made a part. 

i Objection 
'--------
LINE# 

2 

a. Signer not I b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

c. Signer 
' resides 
: outside 
District 

X 

I d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I I 

e. Signer · f. Voted in 2020 
signed Petition Democratid 
more than once Primary 
at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

; 6 ! 

7 

8 

9 _________ _. ___________ _ 
10 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 

Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District iD 

An ''x." or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

1 Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's 

. LINE# 
registered at signature not 
address shown 

I 

genuine 

· c. Signer 
resides 

'outside 
District 

. d. Signer's 
· address 
'missing or 
! incomplete 
I 

' 

· e. Signer 
i signed Petition 
• more than once 
· at Sheet/Line 
. indicated 

I i ---·-------------------~---------
I 1 ! 

2 ; 
l-----'--

f. Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary 

3 I X _________________________________ i___ _____ _, 

4 

5 

I ~------·-------·-,-·---------------
:_7 _______ I __ ___J_ 
~---···----- ··------···--·--·--·------"-·-····-··'·---- ___ 1 __ ---- --'----------' 

'9 I 
10 I 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

.----

Candidate Office 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \ l 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection I a. Signer not b. Signer's 
---------- i registered at signature not 

c. Signer I ci Signer's : e. Signer , f. Voted in 2020 
I resides address I signed Petition Democratic ! LINE# · address shown genuine ; outside missing or : more than once Primary ' 
I District incomplete ; at Sheet/Line 1 

;----------------l ___________ l _in_di_·c_at_e_d __________ ~ 
·x j 

I . . 
:3 I I I 

-! 
4
-_-_-__ -_- __ ,,__i ------------'-------'-- _- _- ___ ,_I-------- I 
5 ._ I 

-6-----,-----+----~,-------------'-------+------i 

8 

9 

________ I 

! ---, 
I . -·~----------·· -.. -------·---~--•.~· 
I 
I 

---·- --··- - ·--- ! ... ·-~--·--· ···-· -···-~··- .. ~--·-------·•----

-----·---··--·---·-··-· .. 

An "x" or a "✓» to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • 
Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 12-

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection 1 a. Signer not b. Signer's C. Signer 
1 
d. Signer's I e. Signer f Voted in 2020 .. _____ .. _ ... 

j registered at signature not resides address signed Petition Democratic 
1LINE# address shown genuine outside missing or I more than once Primary 

District incomplete at Sheet/Line 

I indicated : 

! 
I 
I 

I 
1 l 
2 

3 

4 X 
5 

16 ')( Y.... X ·------
7 

··---··-·----
8 
r;----··· -------- ------· '--~·-· -- .. ··--·---

·---- .. --·--· -~·· . ~·~-•·- ·~•-·-·. --~--.--
10 

An ''x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-~ecapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• 
Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office I 
---~--·--·- i --- -- ..... 

Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 13 
I 
'--·------------'------------

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection I a. Signer not b. Signer's 
1 -----··-- registered at I signature not 
LINE # address shown • genuine 

6 

10 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

: d. Signer's 
1 address 
I missing or 
incomplete 

• e. Signer 
: signed Petition 
, more than once 
: at Sheet/Line 
: indicated 
I 

f. Voted in :?,020 
Democratic 
Primary I 

_____________ ............. _._, _____ _ 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number I 
·······•-•-.•·-····---··-1 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

, 
----------·--···--··-- .... 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

· Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's · e. Signer . f. Voted in 2020 
Democratid 
Primary 

------ registered at signature not 
LINE # address shown genuine 

address I signed Petition 
missing or more than once 
incomplete : at Sheet/Line 

1 
indicated 

·-------!------- -t-----·-····-' 

S.59 L.5 

·5 

----------------------------------
' 

IO 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • 
Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

' ·-- ... ·--·-~---· -

An ''x" or a''\'" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

l Objection 

LINE# 

a. Signer not b. Signer's 
registered at ! signature not 
address shown genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

: incomplete 

· e. Signer 
signed Petition 
more than once 
at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

, f. Voted in :2,020 
Democratic 
Primary I 

I 

1 

2 
--------·------------------------·---· 
3 >< 
4 

5 -: ------1 ________ .. ____ _ 
_ 8 ____ _,;...,-------------·----···--· 

-9 . . ..... . --- I --·-·- ··--·-···-7·--.... -._-.... ·--.. -----~-----~-~-.-..-.. :~~~---~~-__ 
JO I I 

An ''x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ · Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary -- Circulator 's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine --Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized _)i_ Other 
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• • 
Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

L. _________ c_an_d_id_a_te ________ ~ffi_ce _____ ~ ___ s_h_eet Number ______ _J 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 19 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection 

LINE# 

a Signernot l b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

I d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

e. Signer 
: signed Petition 
more than once 

• at Sheet/Line 
· indicated 
! 

f. Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary 

---------~---·------··--·-
1 

2 

3 

4 

-----·-··---· ------

I 
I 

7 
--- ~-~ 

-··--~·-· ·•--------··---·---------·-···------------·~· 

I -·-·-····----·-··--' 

An "x" or a «✓;, to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector 1s Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheet~ 

Candidate 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a '\I" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

[ Objection a.· Signer not I b. Signer's 
---------·- registered at I signature not 
LINE # address shown I genullle 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

/ d. Signer's 
: address 
! .... 

i e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
: signed Petition . Democratic 
! more than once ; Primary ! mtssmg or i incomplete : at Sheet/Line 
! indicated 

i I 
---·--·-·-----+--

2 I 
1_··---·-·-··---' ______ , -·--·----· 

5 
L. _I---,-----·-·------··-···· 

I i 
6 

7 
- ... ! -·· 

! I 
I . 8 

1--
1 

··------------

9 ! . 
\ ________ ----' -·-·------ -- ....... -·-·-----------·-~- -- •• -------· 1 ___ ·- •• 

I }Q 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 vears old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator 1s affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized · __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

--- _______ ,. ________________ ...... -·----····------··----·•·· ---------------·---------•-····-----i 

_ __ -j ____ O_ffi_c_e_ Candidate Sheet Number 
I -~-----·"-~---·--·--·- --·---· --~--... 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection I a. Signer not 
•·------ ' registered at 

b. Signer's 
signature not 
genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer j f. Voted in ~020 
signed Petition I Democrati¢ 

I LINE # address shown 

2 

_3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

18 

9 

. outside 
District 

! more than once Primary i 

at Sheet/Line i 
indicated • . j 

-----------~- ------------------1------·· 
! 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recap~tulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a '4J" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

. Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's c. Signer I d, Signer's I e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
registered at resides I signed Petition ----- signature not address Democrati9 

LINE# . address shown genuine outside I missing or 
1 
more than once Primary 

District incomplete 1 at Sheet/Line 
I indicated 

1 1-.. 
1---------
2 

6 

7 

8 

9 
------·---~•··--·------

10 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purpotted Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to forithe 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection ' a Signer not b. Signer's 
--------- registered at · signature not 
LINE # address shown genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

' District 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

. incomplete 

' e. Signer 
! signed Petition 
more than once 

indicated 

1 f. Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary 

at Sheet/Line ~ 

--------
1 

2 

3 

,4 

5 

6 

I ----------·-! ____ _ 

---·~ ....... ~ .. ~-~-·---·-----~----· --- --------•·-·--·· .. 

7 

,8 
·-·· ···----· ···-·-·-·-··-·- i __ _ 

,9 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator:s Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not.~irculate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix~Recapitulation Sheets 

L ___ _ Candidate Office Sheet Number 

; 

I 
Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

L ~----------------------

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to fo~ the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objectoris 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. : 

I Objection 

LINE# 

a. Signer not b. Signer's 
registered at · signature not 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
address 

I • • 

1 e. Signer 
signed Petition 

! more than once 
! at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

· f. Voted in!2020 
Democratib 

Primary I 

I l 

2 
I 
,3 

5 

i6 

7 

address shown genuine 
I 

; m1ssmg or 
· incomplete 

I 

----fl-X 

I -------
1 

I ! i I - ,------'--I---------
-'--------- ---------' 

I I __ __,_'/2-'---I _______ _ 
-, l- I 

--'---

8 

9 

10 I I -----'-

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator)s affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ · Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not ~otarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a ''"'1" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for 1the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

1 Ob" . i ~ection a. Signer not b. Signer's '. c. Signer f d. Signer's I e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 

outside ' missing or more than once ; Primary I LINE# 
registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

I 
resides : address signed Petition Democrati6 

District incomplete at Sheet/Line 

-_____________________ l1,·
1 

_in_di .... ca-te-=d"-'---'---'------~ ' I ',/ s,; 1:,-
~ L! 4 ,.._. ,= 

2 ':v ~ ~ ~ L:3 

5 

16 

7 

8 

9 

10 

)( 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

• 
Sheet Number 

30 
I 

I 
An "x" or a'"{" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to fo~ the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I 
Objection a. Signernot b. Signer's c. Signer 

resides 
outside 
District 

! d. Signer's 
'address 
missing or 
incomplete 

e. Signer f. Voted in 12020 
1 signed Petition : Democratic ------- registered at signature not 

1 LINE # address shown genuine 

1 i --------, 
·2 'i 
3 t-___ ____, ____ _ 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

· more than once Primary 
l at Sheet/Line 

indicated 

I 
-• --~-~ -•H•-•••-••-•·-•-•--•••-•~---•~••-•• 

10 
. i 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the de~ignated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition,! of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet , Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 

Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized = Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet == Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 
:--------------~------------L- ·-·-·-·--- ·-·------

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

' 1 ........ -. 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

, Objection 
1--------
i LINE# 
! 

1 

2 

3 
,-
i4 
' 
.5 

6 

7 

' i a. Signer not b. Signer's 
· registered at signature not 
addressshown genuine 

'I-. 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

I 
I 

---'----Y~-

1 

! 
' ·------

I d. Signer's 
I 
: address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I ·-------·-· 
1 e. Signer . f. Voted in ~020 
! signed Petition · Democratic 
i fu p, I more an once runary 1 

. at Sheet/Line 
I. di d i m cate 

I 
8 i i I 

--·····-··--·----·•--·· - ·-----·------···"-·!·_···-······-·---·-· ------------

: 9---···---·-------'--·-- ·-··· -·-----·····- --·--·-·--------·. _____ I _____ _ 
I 10 

! : 1 

- .. - - . . I 
An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the de$ignated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition,! of 
which this Appendix~Recapitulation is made a part. I 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Nptarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Ciryulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

,-· ·- Candidate . Office . . · - Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 38 

An ''x" or a '"'i" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

i Objection ! a. Signer not b. Signer's . c. Signer 
; resides 

! d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

; incomplete 

I 
e. Signer 
signed Petition 

: more than once 
: at Sheet/Line 

f, Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary 

-·---- registered at signature not 
LINE # address shown genuine ; outside 

· District 

:- · indicated 

• 1 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 I ____ ! __________________________ _ 

6 '</ 
--··----~ ·--· ·-·----·-
7 

8 

9 

JO 
--···--1 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
= Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
=Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
= Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets. 

Candidate Office Sheet Nmnber 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 39 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection · a. Signer not . b. Signer's 
------- registered at I signature not 
LINE # · address shown ' genuine 

: c. Signer 
resides 

· d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

'e. Signer 
signed Petition 
more than once 

· at Sheet/Line 

f. Voted in 20~ 
Democratic 

,9 

10 

' ' 

· outside 
District 

·- _,. _______ ---·- . ·-· ----·-· 

Primary 

! i indicated 

- -·· ··-··---- - - ·---- .. -·· - ... ·-·---- ·--· - .(. ~ 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the deLgnated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 40 
An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to fo) the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objectorjs 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. I 

Objection I a. Signernot : b. Signer's 
. --·----- registered at signature not 
: LINE# address shown genuine 
I 

' 

1 i 
I 

i2 I I 
3 I I 
4 I ¥.__ I 'I.. 
5 I I 

,6 I Y. I 'j 
: 7 l I 
8 

--, ---- I 

I 
c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

A 

----· ·-·-·--
I 9 I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

~ 

Y-. 

; e. Signer . f. Voted in :2020 

I signed Petition Democratic 
more than once ; Primary 

I at Sheet/Line • 
1 indicated · 

--
I 

. ·-- .. -----~--~ -···~-

I 

I 
_I 

___ i ___ ,_ .. _____ ,__ I --- ·-. ,-----:-" -~---· ·- . - ---- ·-- - ··------·-
10 I I I-

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an OQjection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

I --------------

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

! Objection a. Signer not ; b. Signer's 
i ---- registered at signature not 

· c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer · f. Voted in2020 

· LINE # address shown genuine 
I
, signed Petition Democratic 
more than ,once . Primary I 
at Sheet/Lme ; . I District 

· indicated 

i 1 
i i ·2 I 

I 

l3 r 
i 
1----------· 

.4 

6 I . 
~ ! .. l T 

.. I I 
----------·-~- .. -·-' ··• --- ,._.,,_...,.. ____ ,___l __ ~··· -----____ _..! ______ , 

'8 
I . 
I 
! 

9 
--------, -~----··--------------- __ .,,.. ___________ , ·-·--1 

10 i 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 
-----------------------------<-----------------··--··-

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 45 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I Objection 

LINE# 

a. Signer not . b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

I 2 I I 

-i 3 __ L_~ ___ t ________ ! ____ -

~ __ )_ __ ~ I 

d. Signer's 
; address 
I missing or 
: incomplete 

I 

I 8' i e. 1gner 
· signed Petition 
more than once 
at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

; s i ,.. I -
·1 -~-----------,----

'6 
' I ----------------
! l 

-1 
7 

8 
I , . 
i ~9-J 

-~-.---. ·~· -•-- ; .... _,... ---------·-· 

10 

f. Voted in 2020 
Democratib 
Primary I 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and eve:ry signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition~ of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. · 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation lncomp lete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Nota:ry Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x'' appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

· Objection ' a. Sjgner not b. Signer's 
i registered at signature not 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

I d. Signer's 
I address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I 
e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 

LJNE # ' address shown genuine 
signed Petition Democratic 
more than once ' Primary I 

I 1 

'2 

3 

4 

5 

;6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I at Sheet/Line 
· indicated 

i 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition,1 of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 1 

__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine __ Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 4 9 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I Objection i a. Signer not b. Signer's 'c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

j d. Signer's 
address 

e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
! signed Petition ; Democratic ----- registered at signature not 

LINE # address shown genuine 
I District 

I 

6 

· missing or 
incomplete 

I I 

; more than once ' Primary 
I at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

-------·~C---t-------·--
1 

i . ... ______ ........ -------. -- ·----.. ----------- ----·---·· --·--r--·i 
10 

i 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the deJignated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition,!of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

r---·-··· ... -·····•·------·-··--··-·-···------- ····- -- ·····----·· j 

! Candidate ____________ O_ffi_ce__ -+ --S_h~-~t~~~~~-- ____ _ 

I 50 Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. · 

'Objection 
I .-----
LINE# 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
-----· 
9 

IO 

a. Signer not b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

I 

'I-. 

Y-

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

1 d. Signer's 
1 address 
I 
. missing or 
incomplete 

· e. Signer 
: signed Petition 
' more than once 
at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

f. Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary 

---•--· ---------------- ---

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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I 

! __ . ___ C_an_di_'d_ate 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 

• 
Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Office 

52nd State Senate District 

Sheet Number 

52.. 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which thisAppendix~Recapitulation is made a part. 

, Objection 

: LINE# 

1 

2 

13 
4 ...__ 
:s 
6 

7 

8 

a. Signer not b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 
address shown , genuine 

I 

c. Signer 
resides 

I outside 
District 

--- ---- --· ··-----·---
y. 

J d. Signer's 
1 address 
• missing or 
· incomplete 

_9 --------··--·•·-·--··· ····- ... _____ '::&__ __ 

I e. Signer 
I signed Petition 

I 
more than once 
at Sheet/Line 

1 indicated 

f. Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary 

10 . ... .. .. "' . . I 
An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

.1 

= Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

1-· ---Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part 

Objection 
I 

a Signer not b. Signer's 
-·-····--- registered at i signature not 
LINE# address shown genuine 

' 1 

2 

•7 

8 

9 

I s· c. 1gner 
resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
1 address 
I • • i m1ssmgor 
; incomplete 

I e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
1 
signed Petition Democratic 
I more than once , Primary 

1 at Sheet/Line ! 
• indicated 

·-------

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition; of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to fo~ the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objectoris 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part 

Objection a. Signernot . b. Signer's 
registered at ! signature not 
address shown ! genuine 

· c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

• d. Signer's 
: address 
missing or 
incomplete 

'e. Signer 
1 signed Petition 
more than once 

1 at Sheet/Line 

f. Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary • LINE# 

1 indicated 

i I 

: i-:--!.-I ---'-1·=====--===-I-I~-~-_--~-_-_-_----'_---_-_--==--
7 i I +==~~ -~ +=---~--------=--+--=-=-~---

--10 I ------; , ------------------ , 
- --- -- -- - . - - --- ------- --- I 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the de9ignated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition,' of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

_____ l__ ____ , ____ I_ 

An "x,' or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which 1he "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection a. Signernot b. Signer's c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

I e. Signer : f. Voted ini2020 
I signed Petition · Democratic registered at signature not 

i LINE# address shown genuine 

19 
---

1 10 

j incomplete 
' more than once . Primary 
at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

----- ····• •- .. ·•-

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number i ._ _____________________________ _J 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. · 

! Objection 
1-----------
• LINE# 

2 

i3 

4 

5 

7 

: a. Signer not i b. Signer's 
registered at ' signature not 

i address shown· genuine 

I 

. c. Signer 
· resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
! address 
I •• 
· mtssmg or 

incomplete 

' e. Signer : f. Voted in ~020 
signed Petition Democratib 
more than once Primary I 

l at Sheet/Line 
. indicated 

----------------- .. ---~----·-----~-------------- --------
8 

9 

10 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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I 

• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate 

Alexander (A.J) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's c. Signer d. Signer's e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 _,.. _____ 
registered at . signature not resides address signed Petition Democratic 

LINE# address shown genuine outside missing or more than once Primary 
District incomplete at Sheet/Line 

indicated 

I 1 

2 

3 

:4 

5 

6 
---··••-·--··---·--··-------------- ------,--------
7 I 

. JO 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet ~ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • 
Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District L,O 

An "x." or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector s 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

: Objection a. Signer not 
1 

--------- registered at 
I LINE# : address shown 

[ 

b. Signer's 
signature not 
genuine 

• c. Signer 
· resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer ' f. Voted in 2020 

1 
signed Petition _ Democrati.., 

! 

,2 

5 

I 
more than once Primary 
at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

; 6 ! 
---~--------·-----·---------------·-+----f------' 
7 

:s 

9 __________'/....._ - --------·········· ··--... ··--· ....... ----- __ ., _______________ _ 
10 

An '1x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "v'" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x'' appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection · a. Signer not b. Signer's d. Signer's · e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
I -------- registered at signature not 
I LINE# address shown · genuine 

I c. Signer 
resides address ; signed Petition ; D~mocratil

1 

' ! 
I outside 
District 

' missing or I more than once ' Pnmary 
J incomplete . at Sheet/Line 

---'---------------------------: _in_ru_·c_at_e_d __ _,l ___ ___,. ___ ~ 
:. 1 I 
-----,------!- ---- I _____ I 
2 I I I 
3 -----,, I I 

_
1

;_~~~--_- __ +_----~---·----_i-_-=_-=_·-_-j------------------------ I 
, 6 1 l ____ ,l_ ______ l --------· [ _________ ' ___ , :1 1 I I j --,------ I 
i8 ·1-- --]-
___ , . I I 
_! __________ -- · 1 _________ Y--.. _ !--- -,---------~---~---··· 

IO 

Ao "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old . __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
_'_Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

····-----------------------

An ''x.'' or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

i Objection j a. Signernot b. Signer's I c. Signer d. Signer's 1 e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
----.. -..... -.. i registered at signature not I resides . address I signed Petition · Democratid 
LINE# address shown ; genuine outside \ missing or more than once Primary 

I 
1 
District ; incomplete at Sheet/Line 

; indicated 

'2 
!---------------------------'------·-----+---· 
3 

,4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
~---·-·~---~-·--------------- --- ----
9 

10 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signat11re on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator 's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

· Objection .. ,,..,,.. _____ .,. 

ILINE# 

2 

3 

5 

8 

a Signer not : b. Signer's 
registered at : signature not 
I address shown · genuine 

·~--------------
9 

. c. Signer 
' resides 

outside 
District 

: d. Signer's 
i a~dr~ss 
: m1ssmg or 
• incomplete 

----- ------·------~-~~----··---•·····~·~---·----~-
10 

'1• e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
. signed Petition Democratic 

I more than _once ._ Primary 
at Sheet/Lme i 

'indicated 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shovvn Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate 'of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

· Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's 
-~-- registered at signature not 

1 LINE # address shown genuine 

.1 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

I District 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

. incomplete 

1

1 e. Signer I f Voted in:2020 
signed Petition ' Democratir

1 

. more than once I Primary 
'. at Sheet/Line , 
1 indicated ' · 
' 

I --'------------------, I 
I 

2 

3 

4 

's 
! 
: 
6 

'7 
8 

'9 

X 
X 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left. of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

. ··-·--··~- . -·· 
' 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector~s 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 1 

I I 

· f. Voted in ~020 · Objection a. Signer not I b. Signer's c. Signer '. d. Signer's e .. Signer ________ ., __ 
registered at . signature not resides address I signed Petition • Democratic 

LINE# 

' 
! ,---· 
: l 

2 

•3 

I 
5 

,6 
I 

7 

8 

address shown genuine outside 
District 

I 
I 

~-------•·----~----. -----·---·-·-· -~--
9 

missing or I more than once Primary 
I incomplete 

1 

at SheeVLine • 
indicated 

! 

I I ! 
i ' 

I I ! 

! ' 
I 

- -·-----------
10 x 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition; of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old · __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for. a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

-

I 

I 

I 
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• • 
Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Office-----·-·--· ·--1····--- Sheet_N_um-ber _____ Ji 

'-------------~-------- _ __, ---- ----- --- . 

i 

Candidate 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

c. Signer d. Signer's I e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
resides address · signed Petition Democratic 

: Objection a Signer not b: Signer's 
registered at signature not 

outside missing or . more than once I Primary LINE# 

I 
address shown genuine 

I 
District ,

1 

incomplete ; at Sheet/Line 
i indicated : 

1-----------"---~-----'i, ____ --'---------------------

2 X 
'3 

4 

5 

,6 

8 
----·-----··-- -------·----------
9 I 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ .Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

I 
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• • 
Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

-------··-·----·----~~-,--, 
Candidate : Office I .. _______ _8hee~-~~ber I ~-----------i------------1 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District l.oB 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

. Objection ' a. Signer not b. Signer's 
--------- , registered at signature not 

; LINE # ' address shown genuine 

j c. Signer 
i resides 

I outside 
. District 

· d. Signer's ! e. Signer 
address signed Petition 
missing or more than once 

': f. Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary 

, incomplete . at Sheet/Line 

i_-----------,------,------~----..,.'-in_di_·c_a_te_d __________ _ 
I 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

:6 

7 

:8 
L_ 

9 

10 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circu,late sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District Lo9 

An ''x" or a ''-Y" indicates 1hat the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for ihe 
reasons set forth above 1he column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection · a Signer not b. Signer's c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

; cl Signer's 
address 
missing or 

. e. Signer 

1

; f. Voted in ~020 
• registered at signature not 

LINE # 1 address shown genuine 

;__I ____ L_ 
1 

2 

5 

6 

9 

IO 

I signed Petition Democratic 

1 incomplete 

I I 
more than once I Primary , 
at Sheet/Line I 

. indicated 1 

7-----,-------------

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

--·--···-·-·-·--·-··-··-··-·-·-·····- ·-·-·····---··--------- --- --- -------
____ C_an_di_· d_a_t_e __ _J 

1------- --'------~?ee~~-um-~~-r ___ I Office 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

· Objection 

LINE# 
I 
I 

2 
,., . ., 

a. Signer not b. Signer's 
i registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

! 

'c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's 

1 a~dr~ss 
m1ssmg or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer 
, signed Petition 

I more than once 
, at Sheet/Line 
! indicated 
I 

f. Voted in 2020 
Democratib 
Primary ' 

[__ _____ ----~-----------------,,------~--------
i 4 I l 
I I 7 -'-----~--~-----------~] 
i6 

7 

8 

9 
I •-----~•---•-•-••••--•r •--

10 

An "x" or a''✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature·N.ot Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 
e-----------------'--------------+----- ___________ .) 

Alexander (AI) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

'Objection _ .... _ .. _ ... 

LINE# 

. 1 

2 

3 

4 

,7 

8 

9 

10 

I a. Signer not b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

I s· \ d. Signer's e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 . c. 1gner 
I resides 'address signed Petition ' Democratic 
1 outside missing or more than once Primary 
District incomplete ; at Sheet/Line 

: indicated 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ - Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

'objection 
i ---------
' LINE# 

-----· 
· a. Signer not I b. Signer's 
registered at , signature not 
address shown genuine 

I 
l 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

! d. Signer's 
! address 
I missing or 
i incomplete 

! 

I • 
I e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
; signed Petition : Democratic 
; more than once : Primary 
: at Sheet/Line i 
I indicated ! 

..._· 1 -·........,-------;..'--·-··--- ---j -: --l I -)(-,----;------j ____ _ 

4 
__ I ___ -- ! 

! 
' I 

.-- --·--·----! 

6 
+--- ! 

I 

___ i ______ . ___ -----r--- I 
~-•--------o---•-----•-----•••----••-••---------••---~•-••----------••---.---.--~------f 
8 

9 
--· _I ______ ... ... -· .. -- --- ............. ____ ....... -·- ---·· - ... ---·- ·--- .. ·----·---I 

10 
--- ----- --·-- ------ ····-- ···--· •··-··· - ------·- --------~ ----------- ---·-··-·-----·--------- ·~---

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and eveiy signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

'. Objection I a. Signer not I b. Signer's 
i registered at : signature not 

c. Signer 
resides 

; d. Signer's 
. address 
missing or 
I incomplete 

I . 

, e. Signer • f. Voted in 2020 
: signed Petition : Democratid 

i LINE # address shown i genuine 

4 

6 

7 

18 

---·--· 

! outside 
District 

i 

~ more than once : Primary 
1

1

. at Shee1!.Line I 
indicated , 

I 

An ''x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and evezy signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is W1der 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notazy = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circu1ation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix~ Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a ''i/" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I I 

Objection I a. Signer not j b. Signer's · c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

I d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

: e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 

LINE# 
I 
I 
I l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

'6 

7 

8 

registered at signature not 
address shown · genuine 

I 
I 

incomplete 

: signed Petition 
I more than once 
I at Sheet/Line 
i indicated 

....... ... .. . ... ··- ----- ___ ,, ______ _ 

Democratid 
Primary 

I 
I 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and evety signature on the des1gnated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix~Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 
i-------------~---------------'------•--··-·--"·-----

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector'~ 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. · 

i Objection 
I 

1 

a. Signernot b. Signer's : c. Signer · d. Signer's I e. Signer ! f. Voted in !W20 
' registered at signature not resides address i signed Petition • Democratic 

-

1 

LINE # . address shown genuine outside · missing or 1

1 

more than once • Primary 
j !

1 

District I incomplete • at Sheet/Line i 
/ I I indicated _____ I 
-1-----'--------------------i--,-----

j4 

j5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

i 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

. Objection a. Signer nof b. Signer's J c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

: d. Signer's i e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
I ----------
LINE# 
I 

4 

.5 

,6 

registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

X 

• address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I' signed Petition Democratic 
more than once . Primary 

I at Sheet/Line 
'indicated 

_7 ___ '1'. ____ ·-----------,---------
8 

9 

10 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator 's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

------- - -------
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number ___ ,,, ________ _ 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

' 
• Objection · a. Signer not b. Signer's ' s· ! c. 1gner i d. Signer's 

, address 
: e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
1 signed Petition Democratic --------- registered at I signature not 

i LINE # address shown ! genuine 

2 
I 

3 

4 

5 

6 
I 

7 

,g 

9 

10 

I i 
I , 

: resides 
'outside 
District 

X 

I missing or 
incomplete 

I 

I 
I 

more than once Primary 
at Sheet/Line 

i indicated 

--------------I 

An "x" or a"-.,/" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and evezy signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old · __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
--Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheet, 

Candidate Office 
··-·· ··•·-·-r--·-

1 
Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

, Objection I a. Signer not b. Signer's 

1 -------- registered at ! signature not 
c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

I d. Signer's 
, address 
missing or 

1

1 
e. Signer i f. Voted in 2020 

. signed Petition Democratic 
I LINE # address shown · genuine 
I 

1 

2 

4 

6 

8 

9 

incomplete 
I more than once . Primary 
, at Sheet/Line I 

indicated 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Natal)' = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office _··--1 Sheet Number __ 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. I 

I 

Objection I 7 
a. Signer not b. Signer's I c. Signer d. Signer's I e. Signer f. Voted in ~020 I 

· registered at ! signature not resides 
I 

address '. signed Petition · Democratic I 
i address shown I genuine I outside missing or more than once : Primary 

1---------
LINE # 

! ! j District incomplete . at Sheet!Line ! 

I XI __ in_ili_~-~-d--~------~ 

/2 I ____ -'~-----X----__ ! _______ _ 
j 3 I I ;-4---/ I I 
;_s _j ' ")(-·-7 
6 I I ---·-------···-- -----,-------·--·------·-·----

---'' ______________ !_____ : __ 'l__ I -~---------------· 7 

:.~---··-i _________ _i - ________ ) ____ _ 
. 9 i 

I 
. ' . --- ·-----~---- ·- ------- ··- --· , ·---·--------------·· 

JO ! i 

I 
An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the ddignated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

-·---··-------·----

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which 1he ''xi> appears, in accordance with 1he Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection 

: LINE# 

I a. Signer not b. Signer's 
· registered at : signature not 
address shown : genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 

, outside 

I d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

: e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
! signed Petition , Democratic 
: more than once l Primary 

I • District i at Sheet/Line i 
! indicated '

1

1 

I • 

'1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 
--------- ------·-~-----·-···-····-·----·-· 
,9 

10 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on 1he designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with 1he Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

i· Objection 
I 
i --------
. LINE# 

1 
I 

·2 

3 

,6 

a, Signer not I b. Signer's 
1 registered at I signature not 
, address shown genuine 

I 

-----------------
7 

8 

9 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
· address 
j missing or 
, incomplete 

I 

e. Signer 
I 

f. Voted in 2020 
J signed Petition , Democratic 
1 more than once ' Primary 
I at Sheet/Line , 
I indicated · 

------------ ·•····-

An "x'' or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circu!ator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

------------;-------------,,.----------------·-----·--·--
Candidate Office Sheet Number 

-------------'--------------·-'·--·--------------........; 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x." or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x." appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I Objection 

LlNE# 

1 a. Signer not 
I 
b. Sjgner's 

registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

: c. Signer 
· resides 
outside 
District 

1 d. Signer's 

I 
address 
missing or 

i e. Signer j f. Voted in 2020 I signed Petition , Democratic 
more than once I Primary : 

I 
i 

! • incomplete 

1 

at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

I 

: l 

2 

3 

17 

8 I __________ __, 

9 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 vears old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

i Candidate Office Sheet Number 

I -I 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

---·----·-·--,---------------------

An "x" or a "✓"' indicates 1hat the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection . a. Signernot b. Signer's c. Signer d. Signer's i e. Signer l f. Voted in ho20 
------ · registered at signature not resides address signed Petition ' Democrati¢ 
LINE# I address shown genuine outside missing or more than once , Primary 

I District I incomplete . at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

'5 

6 

7 
-----------------~~----------------------
8 I 

_9 ___ :~~~~==·--··---------------~--------------:~:::::_ -_ -_-_-·_:-.. ~=----··_--_---_-_··-_-··~======-----·--------, 
10 I i _, 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 

Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized = Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

--------------------------------
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

----------------'-----------------·-··---··--

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

: Objection 
I 
a. Signer not ! b. Signer's 

! ----------· registered at ! signature not 
· LINE # . address shown : genuine 

I I ; 

.4 X 

I s· 

I
. c. 1gner 
resides 
outside 

. District 
j 

· d. Signer's 
: address 
· missing or 
I incomplete 

i e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
signed Petition j Democratic 
more than once · Primary 
at Shee1/Line 
indicated 

_i-: _-------;------:---------:------1 
17 __________ _,_____.'x ________ ____, 
18 

9 
,-~·-.. ·---
1 10 
I 

An ,:x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x.1 ' or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

: Objection ·,· a. Signernot b. Signer's 
1 

--------- registered at signature not 
· c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
' address 

I e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
? signed Petition : Democratic 
more than once . Primary · LINE # address shown . genuine I • • 

I missmg or 

! 
! incomplete . at Sheet/Line I 

! indicated 

2 '>( : 

_.3 -----,-------"''---------'-------7 
14 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

---~---~------_j 
y... --·-•-.. --. )<'.. __ ,, ______ ·--.. ----·--·-·--· .......... _ ... ______ .. I 

_______ ,,, ....... ,_,, ............ ,.. 

JO 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature· on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

: Objection 
I 

a. Signer not , b. Signer's 
registered at ; signature not 
address shown ! genuine 

: c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

j d. Signer's 
address I 

e. Signer i f. Voted in 2020 
I 

'. LINE# 
I 
' 

I missing or 
incomplete 

. signed Petition : Democratic 

I 
more than once , Primary 
at Sheet/Line 1 

! indicated I 
'--------' 

2 I r---'--, ----------,..,----,-----------
14 I I y 
-5-1 I 

1

: : I I 
: 98 ,_, __ j -=-1-·----,,.------..............,,--------·•·-·-·-·--·---

_J ---,-- I 
10 I----'i I ·------·- .. 1····--•··---··-----.. ---·-- -- ..... ·-

------ ·- ··· . - -~·--

An "x" or a '\I" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office I Sheet Number 
--------- ---···-·-····-···-··~~-----·-··-··-··J 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I Objection 

!LINE# 

i a. Signer not b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

; c. Signer 
· resides 
· outside 

' d. Signer's 
address 

'missing or 
j incomplete 

j • 
; e. Signer ' f. Voted in 2020 
signed Petition : Democratic 

th I ' more an once , Primary 
at Sheet/Line I I I 

I 
District 

I 
. d' d I m 1cate i 

! 
I --, 

·--···-·---··•-' -·--··-····----·---.--
; 3 I I ~--r -------'----------.' ---, -----T-- , 
.____ I ·-------'------- I I ------'-----·---·, 

_5 --;-'- -'-----+--------------
~ J_ I I 

I 
: 1_~1 ____________ ___ >< I 

' ! 
______ I 

s I I _x.__L_ 
9 i i 't- : X I ____ 1 ________________ :==· 
.2~---- --- ·---~--------- . I - - -·-···· •••• --------·--·--·---A·-~--

! 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the de~ignated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, lof 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate I Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for,the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection 

LINE# 

I a. Signer not : b. Signer's 
: registered at · signature not 
address shown, genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 

· outside I 
d. Signer's 
address 

. missing or 
incomplete 

e. Signer ; f, Voted in 2020 
signed Petition ! Democratiq 
more than once ; Primary ' 

I 
I I 

l 

1 District at Sheet/Line ' 
indicated 

' I 

! 2 'h X I 
l--

l3 
14 

5 

;6 
I 

' 7 

·8 

9 

JO 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

.....--------------··---·---··-•-····--1--···- ---
Candidate Office 1 Sheet Number 

I 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I 

! Objection 

: LINE# 

· a Signer not · b. Signer's 
' registered at ! signature not 
: address shown ! genuine 

· c. Signer 
. resides 
outside 
District 

i d. Signer's 
address 

. missing or 
I incomplete 

I • 
e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 

' signed Petition Democratic 
' more than once , Priniary 

I I 
I 

2 

6 

,7 

I I 
I I 

' at Sheet/Line · 
indicated 

i 
I 

I ·1-i 
-· -·---~i- ·-r--· ~ '8 

9 

10 

I 
X ' 

---~--··--· .... --·----· ·-. --•--~------·-•-----·-. --··-----· __ ,_,., _______ _ 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
-- Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized = Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

I 
~----------~------------L 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's 
1 ·------- registered at ' signature not 
'LINE# address shown · genuine 

I I 
I 

l 

2 

5 

6 

.7 

c. Signer d. Signer's 
i resides address 
' outside missing or 
District incomplete 

i 

I e.S 
i si 

igner f, Voted in 2020 
gned Petition ! Democratic 

re than once : Primary 
heet/Line 

imo 
i at S 

wated ind' 
I 

I 
----·-·-----·----

8 
I ! 

1 

:9 
·-··----,--.----·--· ·--·~---- - t -· ··-· ···--·-·--· ... --------- ----•·•--

' ·-·-------·-- -- ··--- - . ------ ---~-----•-·-• -·· --· ---- --- --·----~-----~ 
10 ! 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number i : 
------------+------·----' 

I 
I Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

I 
I 

····•·•··-•···-·-···•--·-•·····-··· ......... ····-···········--· ·········-·•---- ·---· --·. ----~-----·---

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection I a. Signer not b. Signer's 
--·---- registered at signature not 
LINE # address shown genuine 

X 
2 

;s 
6 

7 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

. d. Signer's 
I address 
, missing or 
incomplete 

X 

I s· i e. 1gner 
; signed Petition 
I more than once 
· at Sheet/Line 
i indicated 

· f. Voted in 2020 
Democrati1 
Primary : 

I 

8 

9 

10 
------•-•·- ----·---~---,·~·-····-- •. ,,_ •. _, ____ - ·-· i 

I 
-----• .. -•-••-•--- w-•••--•---•-----•-••••---•" ~ --•• ••-•-•/ 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
-- Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

1ob· · i ~ection 

i LINE# 
i 

a. Signer not b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

I 

. 1 

:3 

.5 

'7 

I s· I c. 1gner 
I resides 
outside 
District 

I d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer : f Voted in 2020 
I signed Petition ! Democratic 
I more than _once , Primary 
at Sheet/Lme i 

I indicated i 

'------·-------------------------
.8 

9 
i ---·---*·--··· ----- ··-. ----····---- --.. --------··----•··--··. ·----·-- ·----------· -••"" 

IO 

An ''x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine;\ Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

1 

Objection I a. Signernot : b. Signer's c. Signer 
· resides 
outside 
District 

! d. Signer's 
' address 
missing or 
incomplete 

'. e. Signer 
I 

f. Voted in 2020 
: signed Petition Democratic l 

;LINE# 

I 

2 

3 

4 

.5 

6 

7 

9 

, registered at i signature not 
: address shown ! genuine 
I , 

,

1

. more than once : Primary 
at Sheet/Line ! 

, indicated : 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

------r-·-· 

Sheet Number Candidate Office 1' 

1--------~--------··--····-·-·--------
I 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a '"'I" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection j a. Signernot ' b. Signer's 
: --------- registered at signature not 
: LINE # : address shown genuine 

12 
'3 
I 

14 X I X 
,s 
6 

\-·--
7 

8 

I c, Signer 
j resides 
1 outside 
i District 
I 

----. ---· ---·---·---------
9 

1 
d. Signer's 

· address 
: missing or 
I incomplete 

I e, Signer • f. Voted in 2020 
1 
signed Petition Democratic 

: more than once Primary 
'. at Sheet/Line 
; indicated 

An '<x"." or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet == Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office SheetNumber j 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 99 
An ''x" or a "✓,, indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection a. Signer not : b. Signer's 
------- n;gistered at ' signature not 

· LINE# I address shown genuine 

I I I 
2 

I 
I 

3 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

• District 

l_ 
•·--- .~·-

I d. Signer's 
1 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I 

I e. Signer ; f, Voted in 2020 
signed Petition Democratic 
more than once Primary 

! at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

! 
4 ! 

; ---·----- __ J 
5 I ---

' 6 I 
~i 

! 

8 I ..._ __ _ 
9 

' 10 / 
---•~~.-·- -----

I _ ______.__ 
l 
I 
i ·-·----·-··-1-·-·-- 1-··----------
' ' i 

.. •· ·--·-·· ·-------- ---------- --------·-------··----· .. --------------- ----·· 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old i Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

I 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 
i---------------,-------------·-··••·-•-····----

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District loo 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

j Objection 

LINE# 

a. Signer not ! b. Signer's 
registered at ' signature not 
address shown ' genuine 

. c. Signer 
· resides 
outside 

i d. Signer's 
1 address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
; signed Petition Democratic 
I more than once I Primary 

! 
I 

_ District 1 at Sheet/Line : 

1 
indicated j 

l I 

I 

14 
I 

6 

7 
,------------ ---------------------,-----~-------

8 

9 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • AppeJ.1dix-Recapitulation Sheets 

eandiaa~;-----r------office Sheet Number 

I 
'----A-le-x-an_d_e_r _(A_J)_R_u_g-gi-er_i ______ i _ 52n-d State Senate District 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. I 

1 Objection · a, Signernot I b. Signer's 
1 

-·-···--·· registered at signature not 
: LINE # address shown genuine 
i 

i l 

2 

:3 

5 

6 

7 

'8 
-------··--------·~-----
9 ___ . ..,. ...... , .. ,----•·--· ·--~··--...... ,_. 

10 

IC, Signer 
I resides 

outside 
District 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

' 

e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
i signed Petition [ Democratid 
i more than once I Primary 
1 at Sheet/Line 
I indicated 

---·- ·--•--o.••-•--·•······--·-· ·-· .. --·-·· •.. --·- » ·--~---- ~ ------ --··----

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the de~ignated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, 1of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office 
·----1 

Sheet Number _ _I 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \ oz_ 
I '·-----------------------

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this AppendixMRecapitulation is made a part. 

Objection i _____ ...,,.. ____ _ · a. Signer not b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 

c. Signer i d. Signer's I e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
resides · address , signed Petition I Democratic 

LINE# 
I 

1 

2 

i 3 

'4 I 
5 

16 
7 

,8 

9 

I 10 

: address shown I genuine 

I I 

I 

i outside I missing or 
1
· more than once Primary I District incomplete at Sheet/Line ! 

i I ; indicated -x--1 ---+-j --

I 
I 
I =1 
1- I I 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number ··-··-, 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I Objection I a. Signer not : b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

! d. Signer's 
I address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer • f. Voted in 2020 

1 
signed Petition : Democratic 

! LINE # 
1 
address shown genu.ine 

;5 

8 

9 

I 10 
I 

'I.. 

1 

District 
i more than once ; Primary 
I at Sheet/Line ' 
indicated 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the de~ignated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the o~jection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, 'of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \D4 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection I a. Signernot ; b. Signer's 
i ---- · registered at I signature not 
1 LINE # address shown ' genuine 

I 
I 
I I 

2 

3 

.5 

7 

8 

9 

' c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

, District 

[ d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

· e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
signed Petition 

1

. Democratic 
more than once Primary 

at Shee1JLille I 
· indicated 

__, 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Jncomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x', or a"✓,, indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x', appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part, 

• Objection 

1
LINE# 

a. Signernot i h. Signer's 
; registered at signature not 
: address shown genuine 
I 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

, District 

' d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

, incomplete 

I S' e. 1gner 
. signed Petition 
: more than once 
: at Sheet/Line 

· f. Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary 

I I : indicated 

l 

2 X 
I 

4 I 

I 
I I 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District }DB 
I 

' I 
An "x" or a "-v" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to fo~ the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector'.s 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

i Objection a. Signernot b. Signer's I S' , c. 1gner 
I resides 

, d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

' e. Signer ; f. Voted in ~020 
I-•••----

! LINE# 

' I 

:2 

5 
' 
!6 

7 

:8 

10 

, registered at signature not 
I address shown genuine 

I 
.I.--

outside 
. District 
I 

I
. signed Petition : Democratic 
more than once ' Primary 
at Sheet/Line ! 

i indicated ! 

X 

An ''x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not c,irculate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at .Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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- • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 
\09 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector~s 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part 

I Objection 
I .................. _ .. _ 
,LINE# 
! 
' 

2 

;3 
' 
4 

5 

16 

,7 

'8 

a. Signer not I b. Signer's 
registered at · signature not 
address shown genuine 

. c. Signer 

I resides 
outside 

· District 

1 d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

e. Signer : f. Voted in ~ 020 
signed Petition i Democratic 
more than once , Primary 
at Sheet/Line I 
indicated l 

____ ___j 

' 9 

10 
--\ 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

-------- --------·-·---------------------------
Candidate Office Sheet Number 

i 
Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri j 

-- ----- ·---·--· 

52nd State Senate District \Io 

An "x" or a ""'-P' indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to fo~ the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objectods 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I 

i Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's : c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

! d, Signe;;· i e. Signer f. Voted in b.020 
· address I signed Petition . Democratic 

•LINE# 
I 

registered at : signature not 
I address shown I genuine 
! ! 

missing or i more than once i Primary J 

incomplete I at Sheet/Line 

-;-.------'--- __ ____, ____ _:_! ____ _,I ":~:~ed--~------------a 

I 

3 I 
! : \/ :---·-----: ----~--

----'-------~'-- I A ' --1 
______ _! 

; s I --------1------
6 ! 

7 

i -------·-· ----i-----~-
i 
! 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitnlation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator 's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \ \ \ 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x." appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

i Objection 
l -----------

a. Signer not ! b. Signer's 
registered at · signature not 
address shown : genuine 

j • 

: c. Signer I d. Signer's 
! address 

! e. Signer ! f. Voted inl2020 

1 LINE# 

i 
' 1 

2 

'3 
I 
I 
14 

5 
J 

!6 

7 

·8 

·9 

10 
---· 

i 

'resides 
outside 

I District 

I 

X 

· missing or 
! incomplete 

I 

: signed Petition .
1

, Democratib 
I more than once Primary ! 

I
I at Sheet/Line ! · 
i indicated 

1 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a''\'" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to forithe 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objectorjs 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. ' 

_ Objection a. Signer not , b. Signer's 
registered at ! signature not 
addressshown genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 

: d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

' incomplete 

! e. Signer ! f. Voted in 2020 
. signed Petition l Democratic I--------

r LINE# 

' 1 

'.2 

3 

4 

5 

'6 

8 

I 
1 outside 
District 

I 

: more than once I Primary 
: at Sheet/Line 1 
; indicated ' 

! 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix~Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator1s affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator 's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet ~ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

____ C_an_di_da_te _________ O_ffi_c_e ____ -'--___ Sh_e_e_t N_um_b_er ___ __j 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \ \ 3 

An "x" or a'"./" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

1 
Objection • a. Signer not I b. Signer's 

! ---------- : registered at • signature not 
: LINE # 1 address shown I genuine 

2 

5 

6 

'7 

'8 

9 

c. Signer 
, resides 
outside 

· District 

' d. Signer's 
I address 
, missing or 
incomplete 

! e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
signed Petition ! Democratic 
more than once I Primary 
at Sheet/Line · 

. indicated 
I 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet == Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office I Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

j Objection 

I LINE# 

a. Signer not : b. Signer's 
, registered at signature not 
. address shown ' genuine 

I c. Signer 
· resides 

outside 
District 

1 
d. Signer's 

: address 

I 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer I f, Voted in 2020 
, signed Petition , Democratic 

I more than once Ii Primary : 
at Sheet/Line 

2 

3 

4 

5 

·6 

7 

10 

I 
i indicated 

-------·-·-·-·•·-· -·---------ii----------, 

-------------------··--------··---····-------

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized _-_Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \) lp 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I; Objection a. Signer not i b. Signer's I c. Signer 
. ' registered at signature not I resides 
! LINE # I address shown genuine outside 

1 d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

1 
e. Signer • f. Voted in 2020 i signed Petition , Democratic 

! more than once : Primary 
j at Sheet/Line 1 

, indicated 
: . ! I District 

j----·------------;-------;--------;•--------------! 
; 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

9 

i 
I 
I 
I 

)( 

i 

I 
I 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

---------------

i------C_an_di_· d_a_te _________ O_ffi_o_e ____ i ___ . ___ Sheet Number _____ j 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a''✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x." appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

i Objection i a. Signer not ' b. Signer's 
1-------I registered at signature not 
, LlNE # · address shown , genuine 
1 l I 
r-· I I :i 

3 I I 
;4 I 
5 

6 

c, Signer 
· resides 
'outside 
District 

1

1 
d. Signer's 
address 

1 missing or 
: incomplete 

1 e. Signer · f. Voted in 2020 I signed Petition I Democratic 
I more than once : Primary 
1 at Sheet/Line ' 
; indicated 
I 

1 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator 's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a parl ' 

; Objection 
! ---------
' LINE# 
I 

2 
I :3 
4 

· a. Signer not 
I • d i reg1stere at 
J address shown 

I 

· b. Signer's 
signature not 
genuine 

1 c. Signer 
'resides 
outside 

j District 

----------------,-··-----
: 5 
! 

6 

:s 

9 'Y. -----------·---
_1_0 --··--·-·--·X ____ , __ 

, d. Signer's 
I address 
1 missing or 
; incomplete 

I • 
I e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
. signed Petition Democratid 
: more than once Primary 
i at Sheet/Line 1 

I indicated 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old · __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

I 
I 

Candidate Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

L_ ___________ -'---·--------·------' ··- -··-------------1-·--I 
An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for ithe 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part I 

: Objection 
I ____ _._ .. _ 

I LINE# 
I 
I 
! 
i 
1 

' 
:2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

'7 

I g· . b. Signer's I s· · a. 1gner not I c. 1gner 
registered at : signature not resides 
address shown I genuine 1 outside 

I District ! 
I 

I : 

I 

I d. Signer's e. Signer , f. Voted in 2020 
address signed Petition . Democratic 
missing or more than once Primary 
incomplete at Sheet/Line ' I 

I indicated 
' 

I I i 
i 

l 

8 

9 

10 
------~ 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the de~ignated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office 
T-·-

Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a"✓" indica1es thaHhe signature on the designated sheet and line i~~bje~d to for 1· ,·- .. • 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector'r 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

' ' I c. Signer e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 ! . Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's d. Signer's 
. ------...... registered at signature not I resides address signed Petition i Democratic 
.UNE# address shown genuine ' outside missing or more than once 1 Primary 

I 
1 
District '. incomplete , at Sheet/Line I 

I i 
' 

I indicated I 

1 I ! 
' 

12 I -v ! I 
I I -

!3 x I I 

6 

7 

8 I ___ _ 
---------------"------,I ---·----1-------

• 9 'i I . 

1 

···--

. ··--·. - . ··----'--1 ---

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notaty = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notmized __ Other 

I 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector'$ 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. i 

j Objection 
I 

;LINE# 

; 1 

12 

3 

,4 

I a. Signer not b. Signer's 
1 registered at j signature not 
address shown genuine 

i 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

· District 

j d. Signer's 
· address 
missing or 

. incomplete 

' I . 

I e. Signer · l f. Voted in 2020 
1

1 

signed Petition l Democratic 
more than once l Primary 

I 
at Sheet/Line l 

1 
indicated j 

I "i 
5 

6 
---7 

,8 
I 

9 

10 .. 
. ~~--~ . ------··-·------····- ·- ···•-•- -~· ·- ----~ ~--. ·-~-

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
-- Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

I ---- Candidate Office Sheet Number 
i-----------~------------1 
\ 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 
Second 

~I~~\~ 
An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection i a. Signer not ! b, Signer's 
: ---·-·-- registered at signature not 

. c. Signer 
'resides 

I d. Signer's 
'address 

I e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
signed Petition Democratid 

• LINE # address shown · genuine ' outside I • • missmgor 
I incomplete 
: 

I more than once I Primary 

5 

6 

8 

9 

District 

I 
I 
I 

at Sheet/Line i 
! inrucated 

----7 

-;------------·-----·-··--·--·-· 
I 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

-- Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 12-2.. 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

j Objection 

ILINE# 

• a. Signernot : b. Signer's 
I registered at : signature not 
address shown I genuine 

c. Signer 
. resides 
outside 
District 

! d. Signer's 
· address 
missing or 

1 

!llcomplete 

! e'. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
: signed Petition Democratic 
i more than once . Primary 

I 
I 
i 

I 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

I : at Sheet/Line I 
I indicated 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

1----C_an_d_i_da_te ___ --+- ____ O_ffi_c_e ____ f ____________ Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 125 
i 

---------~-~- ------------------- ____ _.I_ . . - ---- ------- ----------.. - ,, __ 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part 

i Objection 
I 1--------
: LINE# 
j 

3 

'4 

:s 
I 

6 

,7 

8 

'9 

10 

a. Signer not b. Signer's 
registered at signature not 
address shown genuine 

I 
I 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 

' District 
I 

y,· 

Y.. 

X 
I - I 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

'·-··--' - -·-~·---·-......! ______ _ 

I • 
I e. Signer · f. Voted in 2020 
I signed Petition Democratic 
, more than once · Primary 
· at Sheet/Line I 
indicated : 

j 
I 

y.. 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an o~jection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signatµre Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

-~·------~---
t----C_an_di_· d_a_te ________ O_ffi_1_c_e ___ ~I ____ S_h_ee_t_N_um_b_e_r __ , _ ·--1 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates fuat fue signature on fue designated sheet and line is objected to for fue 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance wifu the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I Objection , a. Signer not i b. Signer's c. Signer d. Signer's I S' ! 
f. Voted in 2020 , e. 1gner 

' registered at I • resides address j signed Petition Democratic signature not 
,LINE# ' address shown 

I . 
outside missing or genume . more than once , Primary 

I : at Sheet/Line 
I I 

, District incomplete 
i indicated l 

' I I "' 
: ' i i 

i2 I I ! 

I I 'X_ i 
!3 I I ' 

I V i I 
14 I Y. I I I 

j 

5 'I 
6 

7 

' ··-----
9 

i 
I 
: 

: 

I 

---···-·····, --·--·-7 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

I 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x'' appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Ob' cti ~e on , a. 1gnerno I 1gner s s· t i b s· s· c. 1gner 1gner s e. 1gner oe m f Vi t d. 2020 
-------- registered at j signature not ! resides address signed Petition Democratic 
LINE# address shown 

I 
genuine outside missing or more than once Primary 

District incomplete at Sheet/Line 

I I indicated 

I 1 
I I : )( ' i I 

l I ! I 

12 ! X. I 
' I 

I .., 
I I . ., 

:4 I I I 

' 
\ 

I I 
I l -i 5 i ! 1 

1 

6 
l , 
I 7 

An ''x." or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under _18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

I 

I 
I 

I 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

-----------------· 
Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District i 2.LD 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitul:;i.tion is made a part. I 

! 

i Objection a. Signer not 'b. Signer's 
registered at 

I 
signature not 

addressshown genuine 
1

1 
c. Signer 
resides 

d. Signer's 

I 
address I

, e. Signer , f Voted in 2020 
I 
I -•·----•-- signed Petition i Democratic 
: 1JNE # I outside , missing or 

j incomplete I
, more than once '. Primary 
at Sheet/Line ! 

I 
1 District 

f indicated 

: I 
I 

2 

3 

: 4 

6 

7 

,8 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 vears old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 

Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notaiy Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

----,---··-·· ... ···~·-·•- .. -- •. • .• ---· -·r--·-·•···--

Candidate Office I Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \ 2.1-

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

j Objection 

. LINE# 

a. Signer not 'b. Signer's 
, registered at ' signature not 
J address shown . genuine 

c. Signer 
resides 

· outside 

d. Signer's 
address 

: missing or 
I incomplete 

/ e. Signer ; f. Voted in to20 
signed Petition : Democratic 
more than once : Primary 

1 

2 

3 
: 

4 

5 
f 

,6 

i7 

'8 I 

9 

10 

I I 
' ' ' ! 

! 
I 

I I 

I 
1 

I 

I District 

I 
I ; 

\1 I 

at Sheet/Line ! 
indicated I 

'-1.. i 
: 

'/.. I 
I I 

i 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
-- Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
-.-Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
-- Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 

Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

I 
I 

I 
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' 

• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

____ c_an_di_' d_a_te ___ -+--____ o_ffi_ce ____ _,_ ___ s_h_e_e_t N_um __ b_er __ ·· __ I 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x." or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Objection i a. Signer not b. Signer's 
-------- ; registered at signature not 
LINE # address shown genuine 

c. Signer 
1 resides 
: outside 
'. District 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

'1 e. Signer i f. Voted in 2020 
, signed Petition Democratic 
' more than once : Primary 
at Sheet/Line I 

indicated . 

j4 

5 

6 
: 
;7 

8 

9 

'I- I 

-------- --- .,. 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the 9olumn in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

a. Signer not b. Signer's i c. Signer 
I 

d. Signer's ' e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 
registered at 

I 
signature not resides address : signed Petition Democratic 1 

Objection 
------

.

1 

address shown 'i1 genuine outside missing or ) more than once ! Primary 
· District • incomplete ! at Sheet/Line I 

I 

LINE# 

I :.· I I indicated 
I I i ~-,-x-------x-::-----.-------,---~----------, 

3 I I 
4 I I X :=1r--:------+--1=========~--
7 ~ I 
8 )( I ~-,--------, ------

I }0 
! ----i-- --------· ·-·---·----·---.. -· I - - • 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation lncomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District l 3o 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

i Objection 
-----------

' LINE# 

I 

I I 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 a. Signer not i b. Signer's 
' registered at I signature not 
address shown I genuine 

--·-·····-· .... ···-- ... - .... 

c. Signer 
' resides 

outside 
, District 

X 
X 
X 

I 
·'· 

d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I s· i e. 1gner 
I signed Petition 
more than once 

'. at Sheet/Line 
indicated 

I 

f. Voted in 2020 
Democratic 
Primary 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 13 \ 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

! Objection _______ .,. .. 
'LINE# 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: I 

· a. Signer not 
registered at 
address shown 

i ---·-

b. Signeris 
signature not 
genuine 

I s• · c. 1gner 
resides 
outside 
District 

1 d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 

i incomplete 

I 
I --"---..:...------'--_x_ __ ..c_l __ 

·x 
I 

i e. Signer f. Voted in 2020 

I 
signed Petition • Democratic 
more than once . Primary 

, at Sheet/Line i 
: indicated 

1 

-1 --'--- I 

-------:..----·_J [2 ____ 
I I ,--·-

i 
~-------,-------~--+'-----,.-----------·-! 

t---t--'t 3 

!4 
I 
r 

I ;5 
1--
!6 

7 ,____ __ 

8 

.....c...~:__..c___-+--·-
"' ; 

__________ .. ,_ -- i 

---·----·-~---'-----·------ --- -----···-- -~---·------·--·-·----
9 I "--w-- -, · · · --- -,-·--. - -----·---·-·--·-··. 
----'-- •·--· •··--· . ---·-·----· . 'I...·-- . ! --·---·-· 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. '. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet __ Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine __ Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• 
Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I 
Objection 

i ---------
' LINE# 
I 

i 
l 

1 

!2 
I 

5 
I 
i6 

17 

a. Signer not : b. Signer's 
registered at I signature not 

, address shown 
I 
genuine 

I : 
! 

I c. Signer 
, resides 
i outside 
I District 

I d. Signer's 
1 
address 

· missing or 
incomplete 

; e. Signer ' f. Voted in 2020 
I signed Petition • Democratic 
more than once Primary 
at Sheet/Line ! 
indicated 

An "x." or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

i 
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r 

• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection ! a. Signer not I b. Signer's . c. Signer j d. Signer's I e. Signer i £ Voted in 2020 
j ---------- registered at . signature not resides . address I signed Petition : Democratic 
j LINE # address shown ' genuine outside I missing or I more than once : Primacy 

I 
District . incomplete ! at Sheet/Line j 

1 _______________ 
1 
_________ --;l_-in_d_i_ca_t_ed __ -;.i ______ _ 

1 1 X 
I 

'2 

' 3 7 
4 

5 

_6----------------'·-----,-----'-----~ 
7 

,._.J 
------ I 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator ls Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \3S 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

10b' . 1 ~ection 

I LINE# --

i 
'2 

3 

;4 

,5 

7 

18 

'9 

: a. Signernot I b. Signer's 
registered at I signature not 

' address shown ! genuine 
I 
I 
I 

'i. 

'c. Signer 
'resides 
outside 
District 

: d. Signer's 
1 address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 

I
. signed Petition ; Democratic 
more than once 

1

· Primary 
at Sheet/Line , 
indicated j 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition,, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

• Objection 
I 
I ------------
: LINE# 

; a. ~igner not I b_. Signer's 
• registered at I signature not 
· address shown 

I 
genuine 

· c. Signer I d. Signer's j e. Signer ' f. Voted in 2020 
resides address I signed Petition Democratie 
outside missing or j more than once Primary : 

! District : incomplete at Sheet/Line ! : 
1 I I indicated l 

!----"--------'----- l ____ ----'------------'-! ______ ---l 

: 1 x I 
:2 
I 

'>( 
I 

I 
'/... 13 

I :4 
'---· 

I 

-
,5 
I 
6 

!1 I l--
\g 

'9 

10 
-·----·--·-- ,,. .J 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation I,ncomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \31-

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

I ?bj_ect~~~ 
I • ' • ! I s· ' : a. S1gnernot : b. Signer's c. Signer d. Signer's ! e. 1gner f. Voted in 2020 
I registered at · signature not I resides address I • dP .. 1 

Democratii j s1gne etihon 
ILINE# i address shown I genllfile outside missing or I more fuan once Primary 

'. District incomplete ; at Sheet/Line 
I 

I i indicated 

1 I i 
I Y-. I 

I 

I X '2 : i I I ' ' ! 

X: 

!6 
1--------------~--------------

; X 
-'------ -----

; 7 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

8 
I -----------------·--·-· --~-------_] 

'9 ·-------- ·--~ i 

An ''x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary __ Circulator 's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet == Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate· I Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

i Objection · a. Signer not ' b. Signer's 
i registered at I signature not 
I address shown ' genuine 

' c. Signer 
; resides 

d. Signer's 
address 

I s· , e. 1gner : f. Voted in 2020 I 
1--------
1 LINE# 

I 
· outside 
District 

I l X 
!2 
! Y.. 
!3 'i 

; missing or 
· incomplete 

1 signed Petition i Democratic 
! more than once , Primary 
: at Sheet/Line 
1 
indicated 

I ·---....-,~ 

! 

! 

·j 
I 

14 ---1 
I 
,5 

I 
7 ! I : -i---· ! 

I I I l ! . i-:---·; ·-•---· I•-----·~---···-·-·•··,--·--·--,·----
1 8 I ____ J______________ i ____ ',_ ___________ _ 

9 I I I --------'---·-------·--····--··--·-------··-
i 
i 

........ - . --·- ----·- - ------- _J 

An ''x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stateq by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District t 2 9 

An "x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection 

j LINE# 

: a. Signer not : b. Signer's 
J registered at I signature not 
address shown : genuine 

I I 

c. Signer 
· resides 
outside 

, District 

I d. Signer's 
address 

'. missing or 

I incomplete 

e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
I signed Petition Democratic 
l more than once i Primary 
: at Sheet/Line ! I I 
1 ' di d ; 
! m cate I 

2 

4 

15 
i 

7 

8 
-, ----------------------
, 9 

I 10 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Pmported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 

.I 
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Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office l Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

! Objection 
1--------
: LJNE # 

1 s· 'b s· ' , a. 1gner not : . 1gner s 
; registered at j signa_ture not 
: address shown · genume 

: c. Signer 
resides 

'outside 

Id . , . Signer's 
: address 
I missing or 
I incomplete 
l 

j e: Signer . . l f. Voted ~ 2020 
: signed Petition i Democratic 
j more than once : Primary 

I 
. District 

I 

i at Sheet/Line 1 

I IDilio~d ! 

3 

5 

6 ___________________ __;,,_ ____________________ , 
7 I 

:8 

------·----·- -- ·-·---------------·-·-j 

-------' 
An ''x') or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet ~ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri I 52nd State Senate District 

i 
J _____________ . - ····-- -·-·--···--·---. 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

i Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's c. Signer I d. Signer's ! e. Signet I f. Voted in 2020 
: signed Petition Democratic ,-----; registered at signature not . resides 1 address 

· LINE# I address shown genuine ! outside missing or i more than _once \ Primary 
i • District j incomplete , at Sheet/Lme 1 i I i / indicated I I i 

i I I j "' I I I 
i x I ·v. )( I ! 12 
i I 

'/., X 

,. 
'6 

7 

9 

I 10 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet __ Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x'' or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

: Objection 
'--···---
1 LINE# 
I 

' a. Signer not I b. Signer's 
' registered at J signature not 
. address shown ' genuine I . 

) 

I I 
: 2 I ·----· ' I 

: 3 I 
'4 

5 

16 'A ;_ 

'7 

8 I . 

9 

JO 

I c. Signer 
resides 

'outside 
· District 

d. Signer's 
. address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer I f. Voted in 2020 
· signed Petition : Democratic 
j more than once i Primary 
1 at Sheet/Line i 
) indicated ! 

X 

! ' 

_____ ,_,_ ____ .,__ ____ _ 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Jncomplete 
__ Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Jncomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• • Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office J Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District 

An "x" or a"✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

t Objection I a. Signer not b. Signer's I s· d. Signer's e. Signer i f. Voted in 2020 ' c. 1gner 
! -········-·· I registered at signature not 'resides address signed Petition ! Democratic 
1LINE# address shown genuine ' outside missing or more than once j Primary 
I 

District incomplete at Sheet/Line , I 
I 

I ! 1 indicated i 
; 

I 
I 

I I ! 
i I ! I I ; ') 

I I I i ,_ 
; 

I 

I I i 
,3 I I i 

!4 i I I 

I i 
! 

I I I I I '5 I I 

I 

7 

9 I 

; 

I 
I 

------ ---------------------- ---•--·~~-•··--------~ 
10 

An "x" or a"✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, i!i accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 
__ Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete 

Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen = Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 

Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \L\-lo 

An ''x." or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the ''x." appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

; Objection a. Signer not b. Signer's c. Signer 
resides 

· d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

! e. Signer ! f. Voted in 2020 

I' signed Petition i Democratic 
more than once · Primary I LINE# 

l 

; l 

:2 

'3 
I 

' registered at signature not 
i address shown I genuine 

I I 
! 

. outside 
· District ! at Sheet/Line '. 

: indicated i 
I 

· 4 ''/. I 
s v. 1 
6 )( ! -------

_7 _______ ------:Y.._-,---__________ I 
.8 

9 
----·--· - ---~-~-·--------·----~.--,---~--·-----·-----

10 X. 
An ''x." or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized = Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 

__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet = Circulator's Address is Incomplete 
__ Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown __ Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet 
__ Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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• Appendix-Recapitulation Sheets 

Candidate Office Sheet Number 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 52nd State Senate District \ 01-
I 

An ''x" or a "✓" indicates that the signature on the designated sheet and line is objected to for the 
reasons set forth above the column in which the "x" appears, in accordance with the Objector's 
Petition, of which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

'Objection 
1---------

' a Signer not · b. Signer's 
registered at I signature not 

c. Signer 
resides 
outside 
District 

: d. Signer's 
address 
missing or 
incomplete 

I e. Signer : f. Voted in 2020 
! signed Petition : Democratic 

i LINE# address shown · genuine 
I 

I ! 
I 

' more than once • Primary 
' at Sheet/Line j 
. indicated 
I 

1 
I 

:2 

.3 

5 

6 I 
1 ·v.. I I 

-~~-----~----_-----_---__ --'/:. -~---=--------·· ·-=-=~=~ =I 
IO 

An "x" or a "✓" to the left of an objection below indicates that each and every signature on the designated 
sheet is objected to for reasons stated by the objection, in accordance with the Objector's Petition, of 
which this Appendix-Recapitulation is made a part. 

Circulator is under 18 years old __ Dated of Circulation Incomplete = Circulator Did Not Sign Petition Sheet Circulator Is Not U.S. Citizen 
__ Circulator Did Not Appear Before Notary = Circulator's affidavit Not Properly Notarized 
__ Circulator's Signature Not Genuine Dates of Circulation Not Given 
__ Purported Circulator did not circulate sheet =-Circulator's Address is Incomplete 

Circulator Does Not Reside at Address Shown Purported Notary Did Not Notarize Sheet = Circulator Circulated for a Candidate of Another Party __ Sheet not notarized __ Other 
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To: 

) 

BEFORE THE DULY CONSTITUTED STATE OFFICERS ELECTORAL BOARD 
FOR THE HEARING AND PASSING UPON OBJECTIONS TO NOMINATION 

PAPERS OF CANDIDATES IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS TO BE 
VOTED UPON AT THE GENERAL ELECTION TO BE HELD ON NOVEMBER 3, 2020 

Germaine Light ) 

) 
) 

Petitioner/Objector, ) 

) 
vs. ) 
Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri ) 

) 
Respondent/Candidate . ) 

) 

No. 20 SOEB GE 100 

NOTICE OF FILING 

Petitioner : 
Luke A. Casson 
Lcasson@andr eou -casson .com 

General Counsel 
Illinois State Board of Elections 
Genera1Counsel@elect ions.il.gov 

Respondent : 
John Fogarty 
Fogartyjr@gmail.com 

Please be advised that on June 26, 2020, I caused to be sent by email to the addresses set forth above 
the Report and Recommendation of the Hearing Officer, a copy of which is attached. 

This matter will appear on the Agenda of the State Officers Electoral Board on Monday, July 20, 2020. 

Dated: June 26, 2020 /s/ James Tenuta 

Hearing Officer 

EXHIBIT 

1 
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To: 

BEFORE THE DULY CONSTITUTED STATE OFFICERS ELECTORAL BOARD 
FOR THE HEARING AND PASSING UPON OBJECTIONS TO NOMINATION 

PAPERS OF CANDIDATES IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS TO BE 
VOTED UPON AT THE GENERAL ELECTION TO BE HELD ON NOVEMBER 3, 2020 

Germaine Light ) 

) 
) 

Petitioner/Objector, ) 
) 

vs. ) 
Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri ) 

) 
Respondent/Candidate. ) 

) 

No. 20 SOEB GE 100 

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION OF THE HEARING OFFICER 

Petitioner: 

Luke A. Casson 
Lcasson@andreou-casson.com 

General Counsel 

Illinois State Board of Elections 
GeneralCounsel@elections.il.gov 

Respondent: 

John Fogarty 
Fogartyjr@gmail.com 

This matter coming before the Illinois State Board of Elections sitting as the duly constituted State 

Officers Electoral Board and the Hearing Officer, pursuant to Appointment and Notice, makes the 

following Findings and Recommendations. 

BACKGROUND 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri, Candidate, timely filed nomination papers seeking to be placed on the 

November 3, 2020, General Election ballot as a Republican Candidate for the Office of State Senator in 

the 52nd Legislative District. 

1 
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OBJECTION 

Germaine Light, Objector, timely filed an Objection alleging that the nomination papers contain 

signatures which, following a record examination, would result in the nomination papers containing 

valid signatures below the minimum of 1,000 required by Illinois Statute. 

CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 

The case was called on June 16, 2020. An Appearance was submitted by Luke A. Casson for the Objector 

while John Fogarty filed an Appearance for the Candidate. 

The Case Management Conference (CMC) was held via telephone on June 16, 2020. James Tenuta had 

been appointed Hearing Officer and participated in the conference call along with Luke A. Casson, John 

Fogarty and Bernadette Matthews. 

The CMC Order dated June 16, 2020, informed the Candidate and Objector of the staff count of the 

number of signatures submitted and allowed the parties until 5:00 pm on June 18, 2020, to dispute the 

staff count. The staff count reflected the submission of 1,158 lines with signatures. Pursuant to 

Section 8-8 of the Illinois Election Code, the minimum number of signatures required to appear on the 

ballot as a Candidate for State Senator in the 52nd Legislative District is 1,000. 

Neither party filed an exception to the staff count within the time period allowed in the CMC Order. 

MOTIONS 

Neither party filed Motions as set forth in Appendix B of the Rules of Procedure. 

2 
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SUBPOENAS 

Neither party requested subpoenas be issued as set forth in Rule 8 of the Rules of Procedure. 

RECORD EXAMINATION 

Prior to the commencement of the record examination in the Springfield office of the State Board of 

Elections on June 19, 2020, both parties submitted a standing objection to any adverse rulings. 

247 Signatures were challenged. Objections to 203 of the 247 signatures were sustained. Based on the 

results of the record examination, the Candidate was found to have submitted 949 valid signatures, 

which is 51 below the minimum of 1,000. 

A summary of the record examination is attached to this Recommendation as Exhibit A. 

OBJECTOR'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

The Objector, following the record examination, submitted a Motion for Summary Judgment. Therein, it 

is alleged, following the record examination, that the Candidate is found to have submitted 51 

signatures below the minimum of 1,000. Furthermore, there are 49 signatures which the State Board of 

elections staff did not rule upon alleging the signers also voted in the March ,2020, Democratic General 

Primary Election. Accordingly, the Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted. 

3 
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FINDINGS 

1. The Candidate timely filed nomination papers for the Office of State Senator in the 52nd 

Legislative District to appear on the General Election ballot as a Republican Candidate to be 

voted on November 3, 2020. 

2. An Objection to the Candidate's nomination papers was timely filed. 

3. The Objection alleges, based on the results of a record examination, that the Candidate 

submitted valid signatures below the required minimum of 1,000. 

4. The Case was called on June 16, 2020. Luke A. Casson filed an Appearance for the Objector 

while John Fogarty filed an Appearance for the Candidate. 

5. The Case Management Conference (CMC) was held via telephone on June 16, 2020. The Hearing 

Officer, Luke A. Casson, John Fogarty and Bernadette Matthews participated. 

6. The CMC Order allowed the parties until June 18, 2020, at 5:00 pm to dispute the staff count of 

1,158. The staff count was transmitted to the parties along with the Order. 

7. Neither party disputed the staff count of 1,158. 

8. The minimum signature requirement to appear on the General Election ballot as a Republican 

Candidate for State Senator in the 52nd Legislative District is 1,000. 

9. Neither party requested the issuance of subpoenas as set forth in Rule 8 of the Rules of 

Procedure. 

10. Neither party filed any Motions as provided for in Appendix B the Rules of Procedure. 

11. The record examination was conducted on June 19, 2020. The results of the record examination 

were transmitted to the parties on June 19, 2020. 

12. The results of the record examination found the Candidate filed 949 valid signatures, 51 below 

the minimum ofl,000. 

13. Neither party filed any Rule 9 submissions as provided for in the Rules of Procedure. 

4 
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14. The Objector, following the record examination, submitted a Motion for Summary Judgment. It 

was argued there were no disputed facts and the Candidate failed to submit a sufficient number 

of valid signatures. 

15. The Candidate did not submit a response to Objector's Motion for Summary Judgment. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the foregoing findings, it is the Recommendation of the Hearing Officer that the State Officers 

Electoral Board GRANT Objector's Motion for Summary Judgment, SUSTAIN the Objection and the name 

of Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri NOT BE CERTIFIED to appear on the ballot as a Republican Candidate for the 

Office of State Senator in the 52nd Legislative District to be voted on November 3, 2020. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ James Tenuta 

Hearing Officer 

June 26, 2020 

5 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Service of the foregoing document was made by one or more of the following methods: 

A. By electronic transmission to: 

Petitioner: 
Luke Casson 
Lcasson@andreou-casson.com 

Respondent: 
John Fogarty 
Fogartyjr@gm~il.com 

On June 26, 2020, OR 

General Counsel: 
Illinois State Board of Elections 
Genera1Counsel@elections.il.gov 

B. By mailing a true and exact copy thereof, in a sealed envelope, with proper postage fully 

prepaid, to: 

Petitioner: Respondent: 

And by depositing same in the U.S. Mail, In Itasca, Illinois on ________ , 20 __ _, OR 

C. By telefax to the following telefax number: 

Petitioner: 

On __________ ,, 20 . 

James Tenuta 
1205 Anvil Court 
Addison, IL 60101 
Phone: 630-776-2981 
Fax: 312-814-1863 
jamestenuto@gmail.com 

Respondent: 

6 

James Tenuto 
Hearing Officer 
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Illinois State Board of Elections 
State Officers Electoral Board 

OBJECTION SUMMARY REPORT 

SOEBGE100 / LIGHT V. RUGGIERI 

OBJECTOR(S) 

GERMAINE LIGHT 
20206 EAST 1280 NORTH RD. 
DANVILLE, IL 61834 

CANDIDATE(Sl 

ALEXANDER (AJ) RUGGIERI 
106 DROPSEED DRIVE 

SAVOY, IL 61874 

Petition pages 

Lines with signatures 

Lines with objections 

Unchallenged lines 

Required signatures 

148 

1,152 

247 

905 

OBJECTION TOTALS 

21.4% 

78.6% 

Pages with objections 

Pending 

Overruled 

Sustained 

Signatures subtracted 

1,000 

REPUBLICAN 
52ND SENATE 

Examined 

Valid 

Invalid 

Pending 

0 0% 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Over/Under required signatures 

247 

44 

203 

0 

-51 

Page 1 of 1 
6/19/2020 

10:36:51AM 

17.8% 

82.2% 

0% 
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BEFORE THE DULY CONSTITUTED ELECTORAL BOARD 

Germaine Light, 

Petitioner-Objector, 

vs. 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 

Respondent-Candidate. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

2020 SOEBGE 100 

CANDIDATE'S RESPONSE TO OBJECTOR'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 

Now comes the Candidate, Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri ("Ruggieri"), and for his Response 

to the Objector's Motion for Summary Judgment, states as follows: 

BACKGROUND 

On May 18, 2020, AJ Ruggieri was selected to fill a vacancy in Republican Party 

nomination for the Office of State Senator for the 52nd Legislative District ("the Office"), as no 

Republican candidate appeared on the General Primary ballot for that Office, and no Republican 

candidate was nominated as a write-in for that Office. 

Pursuant to Section 7-61 of the Illinois Election Code, Ruggieri was required to collect 

and file petition signatures to support his nomination. IO ILCS 5/7-61. The statutory minimum 

number of signatures for the Office is 1,000 registered voters in the 52 nd Legislative District. 10 

ILCS 5/8-8. 

Ruggieri's suppmiers collected and filed a gross amount of 1,152 signatures in support of 

his candidacy, despite being hampered by the effects of COVID 19 and Governor Pritzker's 

successive "stay at home" Executive Orders. On June 8, 2020, the Objector herein filed an 

objection with the SBE to Ruggieri's nomination papers on the grounds that those nomination 

EXHIBIT 
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papers contained fewer than the statutory minimum (I 000) number of valid signatures of 

registered voters in the 52nd Legislative District. 

On June 19, 2020, SBE staff conducted a records exam and made an initial determination 

that my nomination papers contain 949 presumptively valid signatures. Ruggieri has not put 

forth evidence to rehabilitate any petition signatures. Argument on additional objections as to 

signers who are alleged to have participated in the Democratic Party's primary has not been 

scheduled. The Objector herein has moved for summary judgment. 

At all times during the period in which Ruggieri was required to collect petition 

signatures, the entire State of Illinois was under successive Executive Orders issued by Governor 

Pritzker in response to the COVID 19 pandemic that had the effect of making collecting petition 

signatures more difficult than usual. See, EO 2020-32; EO 2020-33; EO 2020-38. These 

Executive Orders required, among other things, individuals to remain in their homes except for 

limited essential purposes, prohibited gatherings of more than ten (10) people, and closed 

numerous public places. 

The effects of the COVID 19 pandemic and the Governor's successive Executive Orders 

placed such a burden on activities such as petition signature collection, that a number of 

independent and new party candidates filed an action in the Northern District of Illinois asking 

that ballot access requirements for those candidates be relaxed in light of the COVID 19 

pandemic. In that case, Libertarian Party et al., v. Pritzker, et al., Case No. 20-cv-2112, ("the 

Libertarian Party litigation") the Court entered an Order permitting independent and new pmiy 

candidates to (I) access the ballot with only I 0% of the signatures otherwise required; (2) collect 

signatures remotely; and (3) have been granted an additional month to collect their petition 

signatures. 
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Like the independent and new party candidates in the Libertarian Party litigation, 

Ruggieri has likewise been excessively burdened by the effects of the COVID 19 pandemic and 

by the Governor's successive Executive Orders. Accordingly, on June 23, 2020, Ruggieri filed a 

petition to intervene in that case as a plaintiff, given that he has been required to collect petition 

signatures under the same conditions as the plaintiffs in that case, and should therefore be 

afforded the same relief as those candidates. 

ARGUMENT 

While Ruggieri's nomination papers contain fewer than the statutory minimum number 

of petition signatures, the Objector is not entitled to summary judgment here. Summary 

judgment is appropriate when the pleadings, depositions, and admissions, together with any 

affidavits, show that there is no genuine issue of material fact and that the movant is entitled to 

judgment as a matter of law. 735 ILCS 5/2-1005(c); Williams v. Covenant Medical Center, 316 

Ill. App. 3d 682, 737 N.E.2d 662 (4th Dist. 2000). 

The State Officers Electoral Board Is Estopped From Enforcing The Statutory Minimum 
Signature Requirement Found In Section 8-8 Of The Election Code. 

The members of the State Board of Elections ("SBE") were cast as defendants in the 

Libertarian Party litigation. Those same members likewise comprise the State Officers Electoral 

Board. In the Libertarian Party litigation, defendants filed pleadings in which they recognize the 

need for accommodations under the circumstances, and proposed that independent and new party 

candidates be required to submit only 50% of the number of statutory minimum number of 

signatures. See 20-cv-21 I 2 Docket# 15, I 6. 

As such, this body is respectfully at the very least equitably estopped from enforcing the 

statutory minimum signature requirement in the instant case. Given that Ruggieri was subject to 
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the same factual circumstances that hampered the plaintiffs in the Dbertar;an Party litigation, 

and given the SBE's position with respect to the difficulty in gathering petitions in COVID 19-

affected circumstances, this body should be estopped from taking a contrary position here. 

Enforcement Of The Statutory Minimum Signature Requirement Is An Abridgement Of 
Ruggieri's First And Fourteenth Amendment Rights. 

In the event this body enforces the statutory minimum signature requirement against 

Ruggieri, his First Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment rights will have been abridged. As 

the Court in the Dbertar;an Party litigation found, COVID 19 has wreaked havoc on the ability 

of candidates to access the ballot, to the point where maintaining existing ballot access rules 

would infringe a candidate's First and Fourteenth Amendment rights. See 20-cv-2112 Docket# 

26. 

Even further, however, enforcement of the statutory minimum against Ruggieri while 

other independent and new party candidates enjoy dramatically relaxed ballot access 

requirements would result in a violation of Ruggieri's right to equal protection under the law. 

The Order entered by the Court in the Dbertarian Party case grants ballot access relief to 

independent and new party candidates, but not to others, like Ruggieri, who were required to 

collect petition signatures during the same time frame, and under the same conditions. As such, 

Ruggieri will be deprived of equal protection under the law should this body enforce the 

statutory minimum signature requirement. 
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CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, Ruggieri asse1is that the Objector m this case is not entitled to 

judgment as a matter of law, and therefore, the Objector's motion should be denied. Moreover, 

given that Ruggieri has sought to intervene in the Libertarian Party litigation, this matter should 

be held in abeyance pending resolution of those proceedings. 

Date: June 28, 2020 

John G. Fogarty, Jr. 
Clark Hill, PLC 
130 E. Randolph, Suite 3900 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
(773) 680-4962 (mobile) 
IL ARDC# 6257898 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri 

By: Isl John G. Fogarty, Jr. 
John G. Fogarty, Jr. 
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To: 

BEFORE THE DULY CONSTITUTED STATE OFFICERS ELECTORAL BOARD 
FOR THE HEARING AND PASSING UPON OBJECTIONS TO NOMINATION 

PAPERS OF CANDIDATES IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS TO BE 
VOTED UPON AT THE GENERAL ELECTION TO BE HELD ON NOVEMBER 3, 2020 

William Rose ) 
) 
) 

Petitioner/Objector, ) 
vs ) 

) 
Kathleen (Kathie) Jo Hansen ) 

) 
Respondent/Candidate. ) 

) 

NOTICE OF FILING 

Petitioner: 
Kevin Morphew 
l<mmorphew@sorlinglaw.com 

General Counsel 
Illinois State Board of Elections 
GeneralCounsel@elections.il.gov 

No. 20 SOEB GE 500 

Respondent: 
John Fogarty 
Fogartyjr@gmail.com 

Please be advised that on July 1, 2020, I caused to be sent by email to the addresses set forth above the 
Report and Recommendation of the Hearing Officer, a copy of which is attached. 

This matter will appear on the Agenda of the State Officers Electoral Board on Monday, July 20, 2020. 

Dated: July 1, 2020 /s/ James Tenuta 

Hearing Officer 

1 
EXHIBIT 

F 
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To: 

BEFORE THE DULY CONSTITUTED STATE OFFICERS ELECTORAL BOARD 
FOR THE HEARING AND PASSING UPON OBJECTIONS TO NOMINATION 

PAPERS OF CANDIDATES IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS TO BE 
VOTED UPON AT THE GENERAL ELECTION TO BE HELD ON NOVEMBER 3, 2020 

William Rose ) 

) 
) 

Petitioner/Objector, ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
l<athleen (l<athie) Jo Hansen ) 

) 
Respondent/Candidate. ) 

) 

No. 20 SOEB GE 500 

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION OF THE HEARING OFFICER 

Petitioner: 
l<evin Morphew 

Kmmorphew@sorlinglaw.com 

General Counsel 
Illinois State Board of Elections 
Genera1Counsel@elections.il.gov 

Respondent: 
John Fogarty 
Fogartyjr@gmail.com 

This matter coming before the Illinois State Board of Elections sitting as the duly constituted State 

Officers Electoral Board and the Hearing Officer, pursuant to Appointment and Notice, makes the 

following Findings and Recommendations. 

BACKGROUND 

l<athleen (l<athie) Jo Hansen, Candidate, timely filed nomination papers seeking to be placed on the 

November 3, 2020, General Election ballot as a Republican Candidate for the Office of State 

Representative in the 67 th Representative District. 

1 
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OBJECTION 

William Rose, Objector, timely filed an Objection alleging that the nomination papers contain signatures 

which, following a record examination, would result in the nomination papers containing valid 

signatures below the minimum of 500 required by Illinois Statute. 

CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 

The case was called on June 16, 2020. An Appearance was submitted by Kevin Moprhew for the 

Objector while John Fogarty filed an Appearance for the Candidate. 

The Case Management Conference (CMC) was held via telephone on June 16, 2020. James Tenuta had 

been appointed Hearing Officer and participated in the conference call along with l<evin Morphew, John 

Fogarty and Bernadette Matthews. 

The CMC Order dated June 16, 2020, informed the Candidate and Objector of the staff count of the 

number of signatures submitted and allowed the parties until 5:00 pm on June 18, 2020, to dispute the 

staff count. The staff count reflected the submission of 750 lines with signatures. Pursuant to Section 8-8 

of the Illinois Election Code, the minimum number of signatures required to appear on the ballot as a 

Candidate for State Representative in the 67th Representative District is 500. 

Neither party filed an exception to the staff count within the time period allowed in the CMC Order. 

MOTIONS 

Neither party filed Motions as set forth in Appendix B of the Rules of Procedure. 

2 
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SUBPOENAS 

Neither party requested subpoenas be issued as set forth in Rule 8 of the Rules of Procedure. 

RECORD EXAMINATION 

Prior to the commencement of the record examination in the Springfield office of the State Board of 

Elections on June 23, 2020, both parties submitted a standing objection to any adverse rulings. 

330 signatures were challenged. Objections to 156 of the 330 signatures were sustained. Based on the 

results of the record examination, the Candidate was found to have submitted 593 valid signatures, 

which is 93 above the minimum of 500. 

A summary of the record examination is attached to this Recommendation as Exhibit A. 

FINDINGS 

1. The Candidate timely filed nomination papers for the Office of State Representative in the 67th 

Representative District to appear on the General Election ballot as a Republican Candidate to be 

voted on November 3, 2020. 

2. An Objection to the Candidate's nomination papers was timely filed. 

3. The Objection alleges, based on the results of a record examination, that the Candidate 

submitted valid signatures below the required minimum of 500. 

4. The Case was called on June 16, 2020. Kevin Morphew filed an Appearance for the Objector 

while John Fogarty filed an Appearance for the Candidate. 

3 
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5. The Case Management Conference (CMC) was held via telephone on June 16, 2020, The Hearing 

Officer, Kevin Morphew, John Fogarty and Bernadette Matthews participated. 

6. The CMC Order allowed the parties until June 18, 2020, at 5:00 pm to dispute the staff count of 

750. The staff count was transmitted to the parties along with the CMC Order. 

7, Neither party disputed the staff count of 750, 

8. The minimum signature requirement to appear on the General Election ballot as a Republican 

Candidate for State Representative in the 67th Representative District is 500. 

9. Neither party requested the issuance of subpoenas as set forth in Rule 8 of the Rules of 

Procedure, 

10. Neither party filed any Motions as provided for in Appendix B the Rules of Procedure. 

11. The record examination was conducted on June 23, 2020. The results of the record examination 

were transmitted to the parties on June 23, 2020. 

12. The results of the record examination found the Candidate filed 593 valid signatures, 93 above 

the minimum of 500, 

13. Neither party filed any Rule 9 submissions as provided for in the Rules of Procedure. 

14. Following the Rule 9 deadline for submission, both parties stated that no further motions were 

anticipated to be filed. 

4 
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RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the foregoing findings, it is the Recommendation of the Hearing Officer that the State Officers 

Electoral Board OVERRULE the Objection and the name of Kathleen (Kathie) Jo Hansen BE CERTIFIED to 

appear on the ballot as a Republican Candidate for the Office of State Representative in the 67th 

Representative District to be voted on November 3, 2020. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ James Tenuto 

Hearing Officer 

July 1 2020 

5 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Service of the foregoing document was made by one or more of the following methods: 

A. By electronic transmission to: 

Petitioner: 
l<evin Morphew 
KMMorphew@sorlinglaw.com 

Respondent: 
John Fogarty 
fQg? rtyj r.@g ma i I. com 

On July 1, 2020, OR 

General Counsel: 
Illinois State Board of Elections 
Genera1Counse1@elections.il.gov 

B. By mailing a true and exact copy thereof, in a sealed envelope, with proper postage fully 

prepaid, to: 

Petitioner: Respondent: 

And by depositing same in the U.S. Mail, In Itasca, Illinois on _______ , 20 __ _, OR 

C. By telefax to the following telefax number: 

Petitioner: 

On--------~ 20 __ . 

James Tenuto 
1205 Anvil Court 
Addison, IL 60101 
Phone: 630-776-2981 
Fax: 312-814-1863 
jamestenuto@gmail.com 

Respondent: 

6 

James Tenuta 
Hearing Officer 
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Illinois State Board of Elections 
State Officers Electoral Board 

OBJECTION SUMMARY REF'ORT 

SOEBGESO0 / ROSE V. HANSEN 

OBJECTOR(S) 

WILLIAM ROSE 

3618 BENTLEY DRIVE 
ROCl<FORD, IL 61101 

CANDIDATE(S) 

l<ATHLEEN (KATHIE) JO HANSEN 
4436 CHARLES ST. 

ROCl<FORD, IL 61108 

Petition pages 

Lines with signatures 

Lines with objections 

Unchallenged lines 

Required signatures 

84 

749 

330 

419 

OBJECTION TOTALS 

44.1% 

55.9% 

Pages with objections 

Pending 

Overruled 

Sustained 

Si[lnatures subtracted 

500 

REPUBLICAN 
67TH REPRESENTATIVE 

Examined 

Valid 

Invalid 

Pendin[l 

0 0% 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Over/Under required signatures 

330 

174 

156 

0 

+93 

Page 1 of 1 

6/23/2020 
10:30:43AM 

52.7% 

47.3% 

0% 
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ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF ELECTIONS IF 

li1frn 1w1l io11 ,-or 
\/ol 0.r~; 

Ci'll l l f >,,iQn 
l ) isd OSl.11'0 

I l lll 111i11£1 fnr Office-) C;111cliclal0 FiliJ1(J 
and l<os11ll i; 

U11<;inc:ss 
I /(: qii-;i.rc1lio 11 

1\ho 11l Tlw I ln111·cl 

' View up to date Information on how Illlnols Is handling the Coronavlrus Disease 2019 (COVID - 19) from the State of Illinois Coronavirus Response Site) 

GENERAL ELECTION - 11/3/2020 

1'1;1111e Wiilo --111 
Ollj,:c lion 

Oflicn l\11ly l 'ilo IJ,,le Slatl 1;; 
l' u11tli11(1 

DEMACOPOULOS, 
ANNA HELEN 

10710 COOK CIRCUIT • 6/9/2020 
Active 

GRANDVIEW RETAIN 12:00 
6/9/2020 

DRIVE DEMACOPOULOS PM 
PALOS PARK, IL 

60464 

LAWLER, CHRIS 
COOK CIRCUIT • 

6/9/2020 
Active 

Redaction 
RETAIN LAWLER 

12 :00 
6/9/2020 

Requested PM 

RUGGIERI, 
ALEXANDER (AJ) 

6/1/2020 Activ e 
106 DROPSEED Yes 52ND SENATE REPUBLICAN 

4:15 PM 6/1/2020 
DRIVE 

SAVOY, IL 61874 

HANSEN, 
KATHLEEN 

(KATHIE) JO 
Yes 

67TH 
REPUBLICAN 

6/1/2020 Active 
4436 CHARLES ST. REPRESENTATIVE 3 :10 PM 6/1/2020 

ROCKFORD, IL 
61108 

CIAMPOLI, LISA 
1462 N, BLUFF 

112TH 6/1/2020 Active 
ROAD 

REPRESENTATIVE 
REPUBLICAN 

3:02 PM 6/1/2020 
COLLINSVILLE, IL 

62234 

McGORRAY, 
CHARLES 

96TH 6/1/2020 Active 
170 COBB AVENUE REPUBLICAN 

DECATUR, IL 
REPRESENTATIVE 2 :55 PM 6/1/2020 

62522 

SUELZER, MARCI 
714 WOOD CREEK 

52ND 6/1/2020 Active 
COURT DEMOCRATIC 

REPRESENTATIVE 2 :53 PM 6/1/2 nn 
ISLAND LAKE, IL EXHIBIT 60042 

il ~ ESSLINGER, :0 

MITCHELL 
,g 

1091 N 2550 EAST 102ND 
DEMOCRATIC 

6/1/2020 Acti 
RD. REPRESENTATIVE 2:52 PM 6/1/ 2 

STRASBURG, IL 
62465 

httn s· //www AIAr.linn s ii nrn,/FIAr.linnnn Arnlinn s /r. ,,.nrtirl l'IIAsFilArl l'ls n v ?Mln:1(!',RmPr.0/n ?hh7 A 0/n'.'lrlR. T : fi17?Q?AQ117?7?QQ7/l 11? 

-

I 
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ADAMS, 
BRANDON 

301 W. BEECHER 
AVE. 

APT. 309 
JACKSONVILLE, IL 

62650 

KEG ARISE, 
SCOTT 

18 ESSEX COURT 
SCHAUMBURG, IL 

60194 

Candidates Filed 

100TH 
REPRESENTATIVE 

56TH 
REPRESENTATIVE 

DEMOCRATIC 

REPUBLICAN 

First Prev .... ll 12 13 1111516 17 18 19 20 .... Next Last i',1qc, '.,i;,i 10 V 

'.ip1i11qric•ld C)ili,,r• 
·-"..)~ 1) r) l•l;1r hrl tllll Hl\ld 

'~pri11q!ir·ld 1 Tl.\1:111),l 

!•1,rnw: '/I/ /ill ·I 1-\ 1 

Chic;iqo i)if1u· 

1110 VI, ILi,id,,lph, ':,11i\n 1•1-liJO 

U,11 ,irJ<,, II liiJi,fl I 

f•t11)11c: :ii:' 'ii•, r,,i,10 

hnc J J /. Bl •l.,(>'li;:1 
.. 

l';<ir•1·11;-il I it de; 
1.!l111oi:; ,rui1f11:1· /\11~1 I 

I !;)l·ioiit!I Ct;l"li(:I' (<11' (,jj-; ;i!HJ ;dHl 1:;q:loH 1 :d 

t:idbln:11 

I !!ii1ni,, !·i1•1 lio1t :,1 .. d 11h,,; 

i:r:d::l"i'JI l!l('t liOI) Cor11111i·;:,iq11 

:;1·r1lc ni flliilf1i'.; (lo11H:p11~J,'! 

Pl('.(,lio11 t\,·11.d:;i;)11CP (011111ti.•; 1doi1 

6/1/2020 
2:48 PM 

6/1/2020 
2:46 PM 

Active 
6/1/2020 

Active 
6/1/2020 

(;pn\·~t<.\ \J 1
, 

1:1·,1pl1)\ft1H'lli ()pp<11·\ 11,iii jr:,; 

t . (~ ( ~ ( I ! 1 ; I (; ! < 

l )ul,lir;;;Uot\': 

n1n~;,;:1rv 

:·1·nq11,:1dly f\•:lind q111H'iion·; 
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liii'c,1111iliio111·or 
Volc·1·:, 

ILLINOIS STATE BoARD OF ELECTI6Ns · 
< :, ,1, 1: ,i 1iu1 i 
lli'.;do:illl'1> 

Ci111clid;il,: l'lliil<J 
.J11tl lln:,11lt•.; 

U\1'.-)il)t.Y;'.) 
l/otJi',;\.1dliu11 

' View up to date Information on how Illinois Is handling the Corona virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) from the State of Illinois Coronavirus Response Site; 

GENERAL ELECTION - 11/3/2020 

( l{t_; _; l'i,1:d }(Ii C111tlid;,i,::; i'il1•.d ) 

\•'./Jilc,•lll 
Ol1j,·1:lilll) 

f\!d!l)U l.)1/lu: IJ,11ly 1'ile1Jc1i<' :;t.,lir: 
l\:1\(linq 

GIVEN, 
CYNTHIA ANN 

6/1/2020 Active 
418 W. MAIN ST., 55TH SENATE DEMOCRATIC 

2:24 PM 6/1/2020 
APT. 2 

OLNEY, IL 62450 

PETRILLI, 
GEORGE 

2252 WARSON 
18TH CONGRESS DEMOCRATIC 

6/1/2020 Active 
ROAD 1:50 PM 6/1/2020 

SPRINGFIELD, IL 
62704 

MONTELEONE, 
KATE 

4N385 SAMUEL 
50TH 6/1/2020 Active 

CLEMENS 
REPRESENTATIVE 

DEMOCRATIC 
11:20 AM 6/1/2020 

COURSE 
ST. CHARLES, IL 

60175 

HOFMANN, 
PAUL 

6053 SWEET 
34TH SENATE REPUBLICAN 

5/29/2020 Active 
GRASS DRIVE 1:02 PM 5/29/2020 
ROSCOE, IL 

61073 

SOLORIO, 
JESUS 

6343 S. HOMAN 
4TH CONGRESS REPUBLICAN 

5/22/2020 Active 

AVENUE 10:00 AM 5/22/2020 
CHICAGO, IL 

60629 

MARUBIO, 
COOi< • 10TH 

MARY 
SUBCIRCUIT - 12/23/2019 Active 

CATHERINE DEMOCRATIC 
Redaction 

O'BRIEN 5:00 PM 12/23/2019 

Requested 
VACANCY 

WRIGHT, 
KENNETH 

21ST CIRCUIT -
262 S, STADIUM 

ERICKSON DEMOCRATIC 
12/23/2019 Active 

DR. 
VACANCY 

2:16 PM 12/23/2019 
BOURBONNAIS, 

IL 60914 

SOBOL, 13TH CIRCUIT • DEMOCRATIC 12/20/2019 Active 

httns·//www.AIAr.finns.il.onv/Fk,r.tinn0nAmfinns/C:;indid:;ilAsFiled.asox7MID=3f5BmPC%2bbZA%3d&T=637292893372729970 1/2 
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SHELDON R. 
1558 

FERNWOOD 
COURT 

MORRIS, IL 
60450 

MAHER, AMY 
8762 l<LONDil<E 

ROAD 
WORDEN, IL 

62097 

DICl<ENSON, 
WILLIAMS, 
2 STONEGATE 

RIDGE 
BOURBONNAIS, 

IL 60914 

Candidates Filed 

MARSAGLIA 
VACANCY 

3RD CIRCUIT· 
HYLLA VACANCY 

21ST CIRCUIT -
ERICl<SON 
VACANCY 

REPUBLICAN 

REPUBLICAN 

First Prev .... 11 12 13 1,1 1 i, 16 17 18 19 20 .... Next Last 1-';;rp, 'Ii%<' 

:.; prii 1q I ir:ld Oifi<:,, 
;:5)() 1~. f.J;.1( 1\rtlnll Blvd. 

~;prin 1Jf1f•ld. ll ()//0 11 

Pl\011,:. '!I /-/ii)-•11 II 

Clw.,11JO < lli'ke 
iCHJ ''/. Ic,nr11,lpli, ',uIi ,. 1 ,1 u,1I 

(hica'.JO, IL fiOl>fJ ! 

i'l1onr,: .11; u1,1 r,,1,1n 

I xl1:,11wl I ink•; 
l\li11oi•, /11,1\)ror l\l(Jri: 

l'!.ii 1u11,i1 Cc'lli.r:1· ror i•'li·>,inq nild F;~iilnih)d 

<;liild1c,I\ 

lllinni( Fl1~cl.i1111 .1il<1l11i:("; 

h!d('.l'dl ::1r-(iio11 Co111111h:,idll 

!)t-:1\·i; of fi!i11oi'.1 llo1nc!!Jd<Jf! 

1;1;:Ltion 1\,;.1,i'.;idt1ci:' C.onnni·;•ii(111 

12:54 PM 

12/20/2019 
10:48 AM 

12/20/2019 
8:38 AM 

10 V 

12/20/2019 

Active 
12/20/2019 

Active 
12/20/2019 

l:111plov1nc:1li Opporh11di in:, 

r<:c~dh;1,,I< 

!'t!ldkcdiu11•; 
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To: 

BEFORE THE DULY CONSTITUTED STATE OFFICERS ELECTORAL BOARD 
FOR THE HEARING AND PASSING UPON OBJECTIONS TO NOMINATION 

PAPERS OF CANDIDATES IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS TO BE 
VOTED UPON AT THE GENERAL ELECTION TO BE HELD ON NOVEMBER 3, 2020 

Germaine Light ) 
) 
) 

Petitioner/Objector, ) 
) 

vs. ) 

Alexander (AJ) Ruggieri ) 

) 
Respondent/Candidate.) 

) 

No. 20 SOEB GE 100 

CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE ORDER 

Petitioner: 

Luke A. Casson 

Lccisson@il a ndreou-casson .corn 

General Counsel 
Illinois State Board of Elections 
GeneralCounsel@~l_ections.il.gov 

Respondent: 

John Fogarty 
Fogartyjr@gmail.com 

THIS MATTER COMING ON for an initial case management conference and status hearing on 

June 16, 2020, with the following present via telephonic conference call: 

OBJECTOR: Luke A. Casson 

CANDIDATE: John Fogarty 

The Hearing Officer orders as follows: 

1. Parties are to familiarize themselves with the Rules of Procedure, including Appendix A and 

B, adopted today by the Electoral Board ("Rules") and all corresponding deadlines relating to 

the Rules. 

1 EXHIBIT 
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a. Pursuant to Rule 1, no continuances to any deadline set forth in the adopted Rules of 

Procedure, or this Order, will be granted absent good cause shown. 

b. Pursuant to Rule 6, all briefs, notices, documents, pleadings, answers and 

correspondence shall be served upon the opposing parties, or their attorneys, if 

represented by counsel, and filed with the General Counsel and the Hearing Officer 

where appropriate. 

The email addresses for the parties are as follows: 

Petitioner /Objector: Lcasson@andreou-casson.com 

Respondent/Candidate: Fogartyjr@gmail.com 

c. The deadlines and instructions for subpoenas are set forth in Rule 8. 

2. Briefing Schedule: 

Pursuant to the Rules of Procedure, Appendix B: 

a. The parties have until on or before Thursday, June 18, 2020, at 5:00 p.m. to file with the 

Hearing Officer (and provide copies to the other party and General Counsel for the State 

Board of Elections) Candidate's Motion to Strike and/or Dismiss or other similar motion 

and/or Objector's Motion for Summary Judgment or other similar motion. 

b. The Parties have until on or before Monday, June 22, 2020, at 5:00 p.m. to file with the 

Hearing Officer (and provide copies to the other party and General Counsel for the State 

Board of Elections) Objector's Response to Candidate's Motion to Strike and Dismiss 

and/or Candidate's Response to Objector's Motion for Summary Judgment. 

c. The Parties have until on or before Wednesday, June 22, 2020, at 5:00 p.m. to file with 

the Hearing Officer (and provide copies to the other party and General Counsel for the 

2 
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State Board of Elections) Candidate's Reply to Objector's Response to Candidate's 

Motion to Strike and/or Dismiss and/or Objector's Reply to Candidate's Response to 

Objector's Motion for Summary Judgment. 

3. Record examinations will be conducted pursuant to the Rules of Procedure, Rule 9. The 

Hearing Officer will attempt to notify the parties via email of the date scheduled for a record 

examination. However, it is the parties' responsibility to monitor the State Board of 

Elections website and/or contact the staff of the State Board of Elections for status and 

scheduled dates of the record examinations. 

4. Not later than Monday, Thursday, June 18, 2020, each party shall notify the Hearing Officer 

and opposing party as to any specific disagreement with staff's count (stating the pages in 

question and asserting the number of signatures believed to be correct for that page). In 

the absence of such notice, a party will be deemed to accept the staff's count of 1,158 

signatures. The staff count, attached to this Order, is being sent to the parties by email on 

June 20, 2020, by the Hearing Officer. 

3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Service of the foregoing document was made by one or more of the following methods: 

A. By electronic transmission to: 

Petitioner: 

Luke Casson 
Lcasson@andreou-casson.com 

Respondent: 
John Fogarty 

Fogar1',l_j1:_@gmail.con1 

On June 16, 2020, OR 

General Counsel: 

Illinois State Board of Elections 

Genera1Counse1@elections.il.gov 

B. By mailing a true and exact copy thereof, in a sealed envelope, with proper postage fully 

prepaid, to: 

Petitioner: Respondent: 

And by depositing same in the U.S. Mail, In Itasca, Illinois on , 20 , OR -------- ---

C. By telefax to the following telefax number: 

Petitioner: 

On 20 ---------~ 

James Tenuta 
1205 Anvil Court 
Addison, IL 60101 
Phone: 630- 776-2981 
Fax: 312-814-1863 
jamestenuto@gmail.com 

Respondent: 

4 

James Tenuta 

Hearing Officer 
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Illinois State Board of Elections 
State Officers Electoral Board 

OBJECTION SUMMARY REPORT 

SOEBGE100 / LIGHT V. RUGGIERI 

OBJECTOR(S) 

GERMAINE LIGHT 

20206 EAST 1280 NORTH RD. 
DANVILLE. IL 61834 

CANDIDATE(S) 

ALEXANDER (AJ) RUGGIERI 
106 DROPSEED DRIVE 

SAVOY, IL 61874 

Petition pages 

Lines with signatures 

Lines with objections 

Unchallenged lines 

Required signatures 

148 

1,158 

254 

904 

OBJECTION TOTALS 

21.9% 

78.1% 

Pages with objections 

Pending 

Overruled 

Sustc1ined 

Signatures subtracted 

1,000 

REPUBLICAN 
52ND SENATE 

Examined 

Valid 

Invalid 

Pending 

0 0% 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Over/Under required signatures 

0 

0 

0 

254 

-96 

Page 1 of 1 
6/15/2020 

2:20:46PM 

100% 
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